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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Rationale.--Today1s world is a reading and writing world and the 
ability to read and to write is needed at home, at school and at play. 
A very real need exists for children to read with comprehension, to 
spell correctly and to use language fluently. Normal language de¬ 
velopment is a necessary part of child growth, and adequate social 
adjustment calls for facility in language. 
Spelling, like handwriting, is a tool used in communicating 
with others and as a means of self-expression. The ease and freedom 
with which children engage in various forms of written expression of 
ideas depend upon their ability to spell. The child who does not 
learn to read and to spell may be handicapped not only in his 
progress in school, but also in the affairs of his life. 
The teaching of spelling long has been one of the most regularly 
and precisely prescribed activities of elementary teachers. The 
results, however, as judged by child performances in real situations, 
not on test results, are among the most frequently deplored of our 
teachers' efforts. Research workers and teachers have been slow to 
re-examine basic causes, to devise new approaches in research and to 
utilize more effective teaching methods. 
1 
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The different approaches that have been made to spelling over 
the years, have been based on various assumptions of how learning takes 
place. Several factors have kept teachers from recognizing how a 
child learns to spell. Historical precedent has given status both 
to the early studies of selection of words to be learned and to certain 
methods of teaching and learning those words. It was assumed that 
early methods and original word lists were right and that the teachers 
and pupils were deficient in the amount of time devoted to spelling. 
Within the last twenty years teachers and research workers who 
are well informed on recent findings concerning the learning process 
have begun to re-examine the results of more piecemeal research in 
spelling lists and methods. These educators are concentrating their 
efforts on helping the child to meet his personal spelling needs with 
a high degree of satisfaction. 
There are two main emphases on teaching spelling today. First, 
words that are needed by the child in his current writing are taught. 
This practice conflicts with the earlier research studies which gave 
us many of the published spelling lists we use today almost in their 
original forms. 
The early spelling lists are compiled, to a large extent from 
the words most frequently used by adults in their reading and writing. 
In the light of current research in the learning process, it is 
apparent that lists compiled in this manner are ineffective and 
frustrating. Children will learn best when the work is related to 
purposes that are real to them. Helping a child to learn to spell 
words that he can understand and use may be a far more effective 
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approach than drill on words that he might never use. 
The second emphasis of current research is on the child's need 
to realize he is gaining ground in a skill. In this respect also, 
current research and teaching methods are in sharp contrast with earlier 
methods.'*- 
In the modern school the program takes into account the level 
of maturity of the child and the way he learns. It is a waste of 
time and effort to teach children to spell words that they do not 
need in their writing. Words that are needed in adult life should be 
learned when the need for them arises. Teaching the generalization 
underlying the correct spelling of words is important. This involves 
the study of words. 
Word study involves two types of outcomes. The first is 
expanding meaning vocabulary and teaching the word-recognition 
techniques so that meaning accompanies the identification of the 
symbols. There is little use in the child being able to recognize 
words if those words have no meaning. He must learn to associate 
meaning with printed symbols. His meaning must be clear and precise 
if he is to comprehend the material he is reading. He must be 
able to select, among all the meanings of a word, the one that is 
correct for the particular context in which the word is used. 
The second outcome of instruction in word study is the develop¬ 
ment of a set of flexible skills and knowledges that will enable the 
■*-Viola Therman, "Ways of Teaching Spelling," National Educa¬ 
tional Association Journal. XL (December, 1951), pp. 607-608. 
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child to recognize words he already knows and identify new words 
with speed and understanding. 
The unified learning program in the modern elementary school 
provides many opportunities for learning to spell in meaningful 
situations. The most effective spelling program is highly related 
to reading and word recognition techniques, and is given attention 
O 
throughout the school day. 
Spelling competency is influenced by reading. Many of the 
interrelationships that are present are very likely due to the 
presence of common elements in each facet and to the fact that an 
experience affecting one cannot be isolated from the other. For 
instance, pupils certainly do learn to spell many words as a result 
of reading and other activities. 
Recognition of the interrelationships of the language arts, 
however, should not be interpreted as support for an incidental 
approach to the teaching of the various facets as opposed to 
systematic programs. Neither should systematic attention preclude 
correlating the language arts with other curricular areas not inte¬ 
grating related skills. A genuine communication program acknowledges 
the interrelatedness of all of the language arts as well as the need 
for specific teaching attention to specific skills.^ 
^G. L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties Their 
Diagnosis and Correction (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 1957), 
p. 112. 
^Wesley G. Sowards and Margaret Mary Scobey, The Changing Cur¬ 
riculum and the Elementary Teacher (San Francisco: Wadsworth Pub¬ 
lishing Company, Inc., 1961), p. 265. 
^Harold G. Shane, et al, Improving Language Arts Instruction in 
the Elementary School (Columbus., Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, Inc., 
1962), p. 101. 
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In all probability, all teachers realize that reading skills 
and spelling skills are related. Most good readers are good spellers 
and most good spellers are good readers. If we keep in mind how 
people learn to read words, we can better understand how they learn 
to spell words. If we can see the relationships between reading 
words and spelling words, we can build spelling skill when we teach 
reading and we can build and strengthen reading skill when we teach 
spelling.1 
In spelling and reading, as in other subjects, teachers modify 
methods to take care of the different ways in which children learn, 
and they are equally interested in accordance with these observations, 
to provide textbooks that will be suitable and enhance the objectives 
and purposes of each other. 
Evolution of the problem.—This problem grew out of the writer 
having served on a committee for the selection of textbooks that 
would be utilized in the new and changed curriculum of the school. 
The group consisted of five third grade teachers whose major 
responsibility was to appraise spelling textbooks. Selections were 
primarily based on word lists, personal opinions or preferences. 
In the perusal of the spelling texts, the writer became convinced 
that a few of the texts were presented in such a way that some 
activities offered could be useful as supplementary materials for 
practicing reading skills. The question arose as to whether all 
^William Kottmeyer, Teacher*s Guide for Remedial Reading 
(New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1959), p. 169. 
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spelling textbooks could be used effectively in this manner and to 
what extent. 
Contribution to educational research.—It is hoped that the 
information secured from this study will be available to principals, 
teachers, and other professional personnel who are concerned with the 
selection of third grade spelling textbooks. The findings in this 
study might also be useful as an adequate basis for selecting 
spellers to meet the needs of children in more than one area of 
performance. This is of major concern in instances where schools are 
changing or modifying their curriculums to meet the challenge of 
today's youth. 
Statement of the problem.—The problem involved in this study 
was to determine the extent to which these spellers provide activities 
which may promote the development of certain reading skills. 
Statement of the purposes.—The general purpose of this study 
was to evaluate ten spelling textbooks in order to determine their 
usefulness as supplemental materials for the teaching of reading. 
More specifically, the purposes are as follows: 
1. To identify those elements, as outlined by competent 
authorities, thought to be skills necessary for the 
attainment of competency in word attack and word 
meaning skills. 
2. To determine the total number of activities 
included in each text which introduce or 
provide for practice of word attack skills. 
3. To determine the total number of activities 
included in each text which introduce or 
provide for the development of word meaning 
skills. 
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4. To compare the selected spelling textbooks in 
order to rate each in terms of its provisions for 
the development of word attack skills. 
5. To compare the selected spelling textbooks in 
order to rate each in terms of its provisions for 
the development of word meaning skills. 
6. To compare the selected spelling textbooks in 
order to rate each in terms of its provisions for 
the development of total word attack and word 
meaning skills. 
Definition of terms.—The significant terms used in this study 
are defined below. 
1. Content analysis. This term refers to a research 
technique for the objective, systematic, and 
quantitative description of the manifest content 
of communication.! 
2. Reading-related skills. This term refers to those 
skills learned in spelling that are related to 
word attack and word meaning skills. 
3. Activities. This term refers to learning situations 
which are used to motivate, develop, and extend 
the language skills. 
4. Word attack skills. This term refers to various 
techniques employed in pronouncing new words with 
a degree of accuracy. 
5. Word meaning skills. This term refers to those 
techniques that are used to associate meaning with 
printed symbols. 
Limitations of the study.--This study was limited to a selection 
of ten spelling textbooks approved by the State of Georgia for use at 
the third grade level. It was further limited to the classification 
of the reading related skills which are included in the spelling 
texts in terms of specific word attack and word meaning skills. 
^-Bernard Berelson, Content Analysis in Communication Research 
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press Publishers, 1952), p. 18. 
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Locale and period of the study.—The central locale of this 
study was in the setting of the Trevor Arnett Library, Atlanta 
University, the Public Library in the City of Atlanta, and the home 
of the writer, Atlanta, Georgia. 
The tasks involved in the collecting, assembling, treatment of 
the data, and the writing of the research report were performed 
during the second semester of the school year, 1966-1967. 
Description of the materials and/or instruments.—The basic 
materials used in the study were ten selected and approved spelling 
textbooks used in the elementary school at the third grade level 
1966-67. A checklist was constructed on the basis of skills identified 
as word attack and word meaning skills. 
The materials used in this study were: 
1. William Kottmoyer and Kay Ware, Basic Spelling Goals. 
St. Louis: Webster Publishing Company, 1960. 
2. Walter T. Petty and Gus Plessas, You Can Spell. 
Boston: Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1964. 
3. Theodore E. Glim and Frank S. Manchester, Basic 
Spelling Keys. Philadelphia and New York: 
J. B. Lippincott Company, 1967. 
4. Richard Madden and others, Sound and Sense in 
Spelling. New York: Harcourt, Brace and 
World, Inc., 1964. 
5. Emmett A. Betts and others, Language Arts 
Spellers. New York: American Book 
Company, 1961. 
6. Don C. Rogers, My Word Book. Chicago: Lyons 
and Carnahan, 1966. 
7. Neville H. Bremer, Skills in Spelling. Kansas:City: 
McCormick-Mathers Publishing Company, Inc., 
1964. 
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8. Herman F. Benthul, Spell Correctly. New Jersey: 
Silver Burdett Company, 1965. 
9. Mabel O'Donnell, Harper/Row Basic Speller. 
Illinois: Harper/Row Publishers, Inc., 
1962. 
10. Edna M. Horrocks, Spelling. Boston: Ginn 
and Company, 1965. 
Method of research.--The descriptive survey method of research 
employing the specific technique of content analysis of the selected 
textbooks was used to gather the necessary data required to fulfill 
the purpose of the research. 
Procedural steps.—The procedural steps used in conducting this 
study were as follows: 
1. The pertinent literature related to the study was 
surveyed and presented in summarized form. 
2. Copies of textbooks to be analyzed were secured 
from educational publishing agencies. 
3. Skills considered necessary for promoting the 
development of competency in word attack and 
word meaning were identified using; Emerald 
V. Dechant,* and I. A. Aaron.^ 
4. A checklist for evaluating the speller-texts 
was formulated. 
5. The reading-related skills that are presented 
in the spelling textbooks were described in 
terms of specific word attack and word meaning 
skills. 
6. The ten spelling texts were compared in terms 
of their provisions for the development of word 
attack and word meaning skills. 
^-Emerald V. Dechant, Improving the Teaching of Reading (Englewood ew 
Cliff»: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), pp. 216-217. 
^I. A. Aaron, Teaching Word Recognition Skill in Georgia 
Schools (Georgia: Georgia State Department of Education, 1961), p. 199. 
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7. The data were organized and categorized for 
discussion and presentation in tables. Treat¬ 
ment of percentages was used to clarify the 
purposes of the study. 
8. The findings, conclusions, implications, and 
recommendations which may be helpful to teachers 
in the elementary school for selecting spelling 
textbooks that might supplement reading 
instruction were presented. 
Related literature.—The literature reviewed in connection with 
this study revealed that a considerable amount of research has been 
done in spelling on the elementary school level in the past twenty 
years. This research has contributed much to the teaching of 
spelling. 
The literature pertinent to this study was reviewed by the 
writer embracing significant aspects of the study as follows: 
1. Spelling instruction: Its nature and purposes. 
2. The relationship between reading and spelling. 
3. Basic reading skills related to the study of 
words. 
Spelling instruction: Its nature and purposes.--Spelling in 
the middle as well as in the primary grade should be functional, 
linking what is spelled to a stream of meaningful experiences. Older 
children may be motivated to spell because they have something they 
deem worth communicating in written form. While spelling is improved 
by the functional approach, research does not support the view that 
spelling should be "incidental" or left to chance. A good spelling 
program especially for the eight-to-twelve year olds in elementary 
school should involve methodical techniques of instruction, in 
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addition to functioning in meaningful ways in the lives of the 
pupils. ^ 
Words should be selected on the basis of need for present and 
for future use. Valid vocabulary investigations should be studied in 
detail to select spelling words. Vocabularies consisting of children's 
school writings and letters should be analyzed and evaluated. The 
vocabularies that are based upon valid data are necessary, but those 
based upon invalid data may be detrimental in developing a basic 
spelling vocabulary.^ 
Spelling books of today contain not more than 4,000 words in 
their basic lists. Horn has called attention to the fact that little 
is to be gained by teaching large numbers of words. It was learned 
through research that 10 words comprise about 25 percent of all the 
words that children use in written material, and 25 words comprise 
more than 36 percent, while 100 words comprise about 60 percent of all 
words used by children. Ninety-five percent of children's writing is 
comprised of approximately 2,000 words. Therefore, if children in 
the elementary school can master 2,000 to 2,500 basic words, learn 
how to build other forms from them, and learn how to use a dictionary 
effectively, they will be able to add the specialized vocabulary they 
O 
will need for social or vocational purposes later. 
■'■Harold G. Shane, op. cit.. p. 171. 
2james A. Fitzgerald, "The Selection of Vocabulary for Basic 
Spelling Instructions," Education. LXXXVL (January, 1956), pp. 286-290. 
^Ruth Strickland, "Utilizing Spelling Research," Childhood 
Education. XXXII (October, 1955), pp. 69-76. 
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A comparatively small number of words and their repetitions make 
up a large portion of the running words written by children and 
adults. Due to this fact the relative value of words should be 
carefully studied. 
An analysis of the most important studies in child and adult 
writing shows an overlapping of their respective vocabularies. It 
shows also that from one grade level to the next grade level there is 
a definite progression of child vocabulary toward that of adulthood. 
This overlap of child and adult words is perhaps the most important 
factor in the selection of words; but careful evaluation of words in 
both types of writing indicates also that there are some very 
important words that children use frequently which adults use in¬ 
frequently. 
A comparison of the five hundred most useful words found in 
children's writing and the five hundred words most frequently used 
by adults indicated that 320 of the words were common to both 
vocabularies. 
A comparison of the three thousand most commonly used words of 
child letter writing as determined by Fitzgerald and the four 
thousand most commonly used words of adult writing as listed by Horn 
produced a concurrence of 1,972 words.'*' 
From time to time various authorities have prepared what may 
be called derived spelling list, that is alphabetized spelling 
vocabulary list developed from research, presenting words in logical 
Ijames A. Fitzgerald, op. cit.. p. 287. 
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order from simple to complex. However, some experts today think the 
use of the list is important, while many believe that it should be 
supplemented by words growing out of the special activities of the 
children in the school and neighborhood environment. 
Hanna and Moore suggest that the implications of the data from 
the Stanford research project are such that the prime objective of a 
spelling curriculum is not the teaching of a number of specific words, 
but the teaching of the generalizations underlying the structure of 
the language and the relationship of this structure to the orthography. 
Quite obviously if this be the goal of the curriculum, then the 
abilities we are striving to develop are something more rational and 
advanced than the ability to spell specific words. 
The nature and purposes of most spelling instruction as indicated 
by Hanna and Moore should include factors underlying spelling ability 
classified under the model phonological factors, morphological factors, 
and syntactical factors: 
1. The ability to discriminate between the phonemes 
of the language. 
2. The ability to identify graphemic options of 
each of the phonemes. 
3. The ability to identify syllables in oral speech. 
4. The ability to recognize stress when present. 
5. The ability to recognize morphemes (meaningful 
units of phoneme combinations) such as roots, 
affixes, and inflections. 
■'•Paul R. Hanna and James T. Moore, "From Spoken Word to Written 
Symbol." Elementary English.T.TTT (January. 1953), p. 45. 
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6. The ability to utilize certain principles of morpho¬ 
phonemics (how morphemes change in combination to 
form words; for example, the process of assimila¬ 
tion and synthesis). 
7. The ability to relate meaning (as determined by 
syntax) to spelling (the homonym problem).1 
Hunt agrees that good spelling texts would require a redefinition 
of spelling ability, and a consequent redevelopment of the tests and 
scales by which we measure this ability and the factors underlying it 
and evaluate our progress in instruction.^ There is, of course, then 
a need for testing various instructional approaches as to their 
effectiveness in developing factors that really make a difference to 
spelling ability. This test should validate tests and scales to 
measure and evaluate spelling ability in a modern, linguistically 
based, psychologically sound curriculum. 
The relationship between reading and spelling.—Many studies on 
the relationship between reading and spelling have been made. Some 
studies show that pupils learn a substantial number of words inci¬ 
dentally in their reading. The relationships have misled some edu¬ 
cators to conclude that each spelling word should be introduced in a 
contexual setting, both for visual impact and the purpose of 
developing meaning. 
^•Ibid.. p. 764. 
^Barbara Hunt, "The Elements of Spelling Ability," Elementary 
School JournalJlMarch. 1963), pp. 349-350. 
^Earnest Horn, "A Basic Writing Vocabulary," Monograph No. 4 
(Iowa City, Iowa: University of Iowa Press, 1926). 
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The most effective spelling program is highly related to reading 
and word recognition techniques. Blake lists groups of questions 
asked of pupils to provide for phonetic, structural, and meaning 
analysis as well as usage in independent study of spelling words. 
Some of them are listed below: 
For Phonetic Analysis; 
1. What other words can I write that sound like 
this word! 
2. What other word can I write that begin or 
end like this word? 
3. What silent letters are contained in 
this word? 
4. What syllable is accented? 
For Structural Analysis: 
1. Is this a root word for formation of other? If 
so write the new word. 
2. What is the prefix, if any, in this word? Can 
other prefixes be added? 
3. Can this word be made Plural? 
4. Can I write syllables for this word? 
For Meaning: 
1. What is the dictionary definition of this word? 
Does this word have more than one meaning? 
2. What are some good synonyms for this word? 
Antonyms? 
3. Is this an action word? 
In a study concerning spelling ability in relation to reading and 
vocabulary achievement, Russell found the following correlations be¬ 
tween spelling and reading: spelling and reading comprehension .86, 
spelling and reading speed .66, and spelling and word recognition .86. 
Therefore, he concluded that poor spelling is not necessarily caused 
by deficiencies in reading. But he felt that improvement in reading 
•^•Howard E. Blake, "Study Spelling Independently," Elementary 
EnglishX&January. 1960), pp. 29-32. 
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would affect spelling ability favorably. 
Poor achievement in spelling is usually associated with a low 
level of achievement in other aspects of language learning. Spache, 
in a summary of 140 studies with implications for possible causes of 
spelling disability, concludes that vocabulary knowledge is a more 
significant determinant of spelling success than intelligence, par¬ 
ticularly in the first five grades. A low vocabulary is more likely 
O 
to be a cause of spelling difficulty than is low reading ability. 
The ability to spell seems to be contingent upon two processes, 
recognition and reproduction. Betts recognizes the skills which 
constitute success in word recognition and gives considerable insight 
into its nature by defining its purposes. He states his views as 
follows: 
The chief purpose of word recognition of perception 
activities is to provide systematic instruction for 
the development of independence in pronouncing and 
in determining the meaning of words. Since it is 
only one factor in rhythmical reading, there is a 
need for making the learner versatile in the use of 
a variety of clues to word identification. In view 
of this, there should be a fine balance of experience 
that emphasizes both the 'mechanics' and meaning of 
word forms. The mechanical analysis of word form 
is always made in meaningful reading situations.^ 
■*-David H. Russell, "Spelling Ability in Relation to Reading and 
Vocabulary Achievements," Elementary English ReviewXCJanuary. 1946), 
pp. 32-37. 
^George Spache, "Spelling Disability," Journal of Educational 
Research. XXXIV (April, 1941), pp. 561-586. 
O 
Emmett A. Betts, "Visual Perception in Reading," Education. 
LXXXIV Olay, 1954), pp. 561-565. 
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A study of the differences in spelling ability between good 
readers whose spelling achievement was commensurate with their reading 
status and good readers whose spelling achievement was below their 
level of reading competency was made by Plessas and Dison. The 
subjects were third grade pupils in a city school district. One group 
consisted of fifty-five children with a mean reading score of 5.3 and 
a mean spelling score of 4.3 and was matched with a second group of 
seventy-six children with a mean reading score of 5.4 and a mean 
spelling score of 5.5. The mean IQ for the two groups was 116. The 
tests used were the California Test for Mental Maturity and the 
California Achievement Test. A battery of diagnostic spelling measures 
was also given to assess strong and weak areas of spelling and to 
give a basis for making comparisons between the two groups. The 
results showed no significant differences in word identification, but 
in visual discrimination, in spelling terminal consonants; and 
spelling homonyms, variant words, and compound words, the second group 
scored significantly higher. The findings suggested that the good 
readers who spell well use visual discrimination more effectively 
than poor spellers do, with the poor spellers tending to rely more 
on phonic clues. The study also indicated that reading vocabulary 
achievement correlates significantly with spelling ability.^ 
Ames states that nearly thirty years ago, Gilbert conducted a 
series of significant studies concerning the effect of reading on 
■*"Gus P. Plessas and Peggy A. Dison, "Spelling Performances of 
Good Readers," California Journal of Educational Research. XVJ 
(January, 1965), pp. 14-22. 
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spelling at the secondary and college levels. He measured the 
improvement in the spelling of key words after students encountered 
them in reading material. At the ninth-grade level, he discovered 
that recency of words encountered in print was a prime factor in 
correct spelling. For words not encountered in reading, the students 
did not show consistent performances between their spelling abilities 
and their improvement in spelling during the experimental period. 
However, for words encountered in reading, good spellers surpassed 
poor spellers in improvement in learning to spell these words. The 
poorest spellers failed to profit appreciably by seeing the words in 
reading. Pupils who were the best spellers made the best gain and 
read the fastest.^ 
Basic reading skills related to the study of words.--Reading 
skills that are related to word recognition techniques are as 
follows: 
1. Sight vocabulary 
The ability to recognize words by their 
configuration. 
2. Contextual clues 
The ability to use pictures as clues to 
word recognition. 
3. Phonetic analysis 
Developing skill in recognizing by sound and 
by sight (a) single initial consonants, 
(b) final consonants, (c) consonant blends, 
(d) silent consonants. 
^Wilbur S. Ames, "A Comparison of Spelling Textbooks," 
Elementary EnglishDftFebruary. 1965), p. 146. 
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Developing skill in recognizing by sight and 
by sound (a) long and short vowel sounds, 
(b) vowel blends (teams). 
Developing skill in applying certain rules 
and principles governing vowel sounds. 
Developing skill in applying certain rules 
and principles governing syllabication. 
Developing ability to blend syllables into 
words. 
4. Structural Analysis 
Developing ability to recognize compound 
words. 
Developing ability to recognize the inflectional 
forms of known words: plurals, possessives, 
tense, gender, person, comparison, etc. 
Developing the ability to recognize the 
common contractions and their meaning. 
Developing the ability to recognize the most 
common prefixes and to know they change the 
meaning of the root word. 
Developing the meaning of the most common 
suffixes and to know how they change the uses 
or the meaning of a word. 
Bond and Tinker identify word recognition with the following basic 
skills: 
1. Associating the appropriate meanings with the 
printed symbols. 
2. Using context clues and other meaning aids to 
anticipate the words to be recognized and then 
checking the accuracy of the recognitions. 
3. Becoming flexible and efficient in visually 
analyzing the words into usable recognition ele¬ 
ments . 
4. Developing knowledges of visual, structural, 
and phonetic elements (Knowledge such as what 
the visual element, sight says in fright, 
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right, night, etc.), knowledge of consonant and 
vowel sounds, blends, and digraphs, prefixes, 
and suffixes, etc. 
5. Learning skill in auditory blending and visually 
synthesizing word parts to rapidly pronounce or 
recognize the word as a whole. 
Summary of related literature.—The literature pertinent to this 
study was reviewed by the writer embracing three significant aspects: 
1. Spelling Instruction: Its nature and purpose 
2. The relationship between reading and spelling 
3. Basic reading skills related to word study 
The literature revealed valuable information and seemed to have 
indicated the following: 
1. That spelling should involve methodical techniques 
of instruction. 
2. That with a mastery of word recognition techniques 
and knowledge of dictionary usage a specialized 
vocabulary could be added. 
3. The prime objective of a spelling curriculum is not 
the teaching of a number of specific words, but the 
teaching of the generalizations underlying the 
structure to the orthography. 
4. That poor spelling is not necessarily caused by 
deficiencies in reading but improvement in reading 
would affect spelling ability favorably. 
5. That reading vocabulary achievement correlates 
significantly with spelling ability. 
6. That the most effective spelling program is highly 
related to reading and word recognition techniques - 
phonetic, structural, and meaning analysis as well 
as usage in independent study of spelling words. 
■^G. L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties Their 
Diagnosis and Correction (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 
1957), p. 112. 
CHAPTER II 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to present, analyze, and inter¬ 
pret the data gathered from the examination of the contents of ten 
third grade spelling textbooks for activities which could be utilized 
as supplementary materials for instruction or reinforcement of 
reading skills identified as: (1) word attack skills, (2) word 
meaning skills. 
This study was limited to ten basic selected spelling textbooks 
adopted for use in the Atlanta Public Schools for the third grade 
level. The ten speller texts used were as follows: 
1. Basic Spelling Goals. William Kottmeyer 
2. You Can Spell. Walter T. Petty 
3. Basic Spelling Keys. Theodore E. Glim 
4. Sound and Sense in Spelling. Richard Madden 
5. Language Arts Spellers. Emmett A. Betts 
6. My Word Book. Don C. Rogers 
7. Skills in Spelling. Neville H. Bremer 
8. Spell Correctly. Herman T. Benthul 
9. Harper/Row Basic Speller. Mabel O'Donnell 
10. pelling. Edna M. Horrocks 
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A criterion checklist was constructed on the basis of skills 
considered necessary for promoting the development of competence in 
skills identified as word attack and word meaning skills.* The 
checklist items were drawn from sequential lists of such skills out¬ 
lined by two authorities in the field of reading; Emerald V. Dechant,^ 
and I. E. Aaron.^ 
Two master analysis schedules were employed in this study. 
They were designed to determine the extent to which the contents 
presented and emphasized specific reading skills, together with the 
extent to which the reading skills content pattern of each text was 
in keeping with the reading skills content pattern of the other. 
The controlling problem of the study was the determination of 
the usefulness of the ten selected spelling textbooks used as sup¬ 
plementary materials for the teaching of reading. The criterion check¬ 
list used was designed to follow the recommended sub-sequences of 
reading skills essential to the development of competence in word 
recognition. The specific problem was to note the inclusion or 
exclusion of these sub-skills in the texts, then to assess the degree 
of emphasis placed on these skills. 
These data were organized for presentation and discussion in 
terms of the analysis under two major categories: 
1. Word Attack Skills 
a. Perception 
See Appendix. 
■'■Emerald V. Dechant, Improving the Teaching of Reading (New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), pp. 216-217. 
I. E. Aaron, Teaching Word Recognition Skill in Georgia Schools 
(Georgia: Georgia State Department of Education, 1961), p. 215. 
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b. Structural Analysis 
c. Phonetic Analysis 
2. Word Meaning Skills 
a. Using Context 
b. Classification 
c. Using Word Structure 
d. Word meaning Association 
There are sub-divisions under each of these major categories. 
These sub-divisions were used to make the study more operational, 
specific, and concrete. Each book was analyzed in terms of the major 
skills and their sub-divisions in order to determine the exact nature 
and scope. 
Three categories in word attack and four categories in word¬ 
meaning skills were established. The following were employed to re¬ 
flect the qualitative values of specified factors of the speller-texts 
examined. 
The ratings were determined by employing the following steps: 
1. A count was made of the number of activities 
covered specifically in each text. (e.g., re¬ 
ference is made to high-incidence or low 
incidence of activities in a particular text 
according to the specific skills). 
2. The total number of activities treated was de¬ 
termined by adding up the number of activities 
found in each speller-text. 
3. The number of specific activities found in each 
text was used as a dividend and the total number 
of activities for the ten spellers was used as a 
divisor to get the percentage of skills per text, 
(incidence-ratio) 
Each analysis schedule showing the total incidence of a specific 
reading skill yielded a percentage of treatment of skills for each 
individual textbook so that the extent of coverage of each skill 
was reflected. This was used as the total to compute the incidence- 
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ratio to be used as a rating device. Each book then was rated in 
terms of the rank order method according to the highest incidence- 
ratio to the lowest incidence-ratio. 
Analysis of Specific Aspects of Word Attack 
Skills Occurring in Speller Textbooks 
The contents of spelling texts which emphasized the word attack 
skills in the ten speller-texts, including aspects of word per¬ 
ception, structural analysis, and phonetic analysis are analyzed and 
discussed below. 
Perception 
The skills of perception identified in this study were those 
where some degree of emphasis was placed on activities that could be 
utilized in developing competency in seeing likeness and differences 
in forms, objects, letters, and words. 
General patterns or configurations.—Table 1 presents data 
resulting from an analysis of the spellers for content which emphasize 
the use of general patterns or configurations as an aid to word 
recognition. 
TABLE 1 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES EMPLOYING CONFIGURATION 
FOR AID IN WORD ATTACK 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Spell Correctly 81 12.9 
Spelling 80 12.7 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 70 11.1 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 67 10.7 
Lanauaee Arts Spellers 67 10.7 
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TABLE 1--Continued 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Skills in Spelling 65 10.3 
Basic Spelling Goals 61 9.3 
Mv Word Book 56 8.9 
You Can Spell 45 7.1 
Basic Spelling Keys 40 6.3 
Total 632 100.0 
The total occurrence of 632 activities employing configuration 
for aid in word attack ranges from a low of 40 to a high of 81 with 
an average of the total occurrences of 63.2. Five speller-texts 
appeared above the average, yielding a total of 430 occurrences or 
68.4 per cent of the 632 occurrences. Four speller-texts fell below 
the average in number of occurrences, yielding a total of 202 occur¬ 
rences or 31.6 per cent. The highest incidence of activities employ¬ 
ing configuration occurred in Spell Correctly and Spelling where 12.9 
per cent and 12.7 per cent of the total content was found in the ten 
spellers. 
The findings seem to indicate that the content embracing the 
use of general patterns or configurations in six texts was in keeping 
with the content pattern of each other, while four texts showed 
relatively low ratios. 
Visual perception of capital and lower-case letters.--Table 2 
presents an analysis of spellers for activities occurring which 




INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES EMPLOYING CAPITAL AND 
LOWER-CASE LETTERS FOR AID IN WORD ATTACK 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 69 19.7 
My Word Book 50 14.1 
Spell Correctly 41 11.6 
Language Arts Spellers 34 9.6 
Skills in Spelling 34 9.6 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 33 9.3 
You Can Spell 31 8.7 
Basic Spelling Goals 26 7.3 
Basic Spelling Keys 25 7.0 
Spelling 11 3.1 
Total 354 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 11 to 
a high of 69 with an average of 35.4. Two speller-texts appeared 
above the average, yielding a total of 119 occurrences or 33.9 per 
cent of the 354 occurrences. Seven speller-texts fell below the 
average, yielding a total of 194 occurrences or 54.5 per cent of the 
total. One text had the average number of 41 occurrences or 11.6 
per cent of the total. It was further revealed that in two texts, 
Skills in Spelling and Language Arts Spellers, this skill was in¬ 
volved 34 times with incidence-ratios of 9.6 respectively. 
The findings seem to indicate that the content pattern embracing 
the skill of visual perception of capital and lower-case letters in 
each text was in keeping with the content pattern of the other. Two 
speller-texts showed relatively high ratios and one speller-text 
showed a relatively low ratio. 
Using picture aids.—Table 3 presents an analysis of the data 
for activities occurring which promotes an awareness of the usefulness 
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of pictures as aids to word perception. 
TABLE 3 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES EMPLOYING PICTURE AIDS 
FOR AID IN WORD PERCEPTION 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Spelling 168 17.6 
Basic Spelling Keys 157 16.4 
Spell Correctly 124 12.5 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 91 9.5 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 81 8.5 
Skills in Spelling 79 8.2 
Language Arts Spellers 78 8.0 
Mv Word Book 71 7.4 
Basic Spelling Goals 68 7.0 
You Can Spell 47 4.9 
Total 964 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 47 to 
a high of 168 with an average of the total occurrence of 96.4. Three 
texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 449 occurrences 
or 45.5 per cent of the 964 occurrences. Seven speller-texts fell 
below the average, yielding a total of 515 occurrences or 54.5 per 
cent of the total. 
The findings seem to indicate that the content patterns embracing 
the skill of using picture aids in each text was in keeping with 
content pattern of the other. Three texts showed rather high ratios 
and one text showed a relatively low incidence-ratio. 
Recognizing rhyming letters and words.--Table 4 presents an 
analysis of the data for activities occurring which promotes the 
recognition of rhyming letters and words. 
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TABLE 4 
INCIDENCE'OF ACTIVITIES EMPLOYING RHYMING LETTERS 
AND WORDS FOR AID IN WORD ATTACK 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Spell Correctly 58 18.5 
Mv Word Book 50 15.9 
Skills in Spelling 34 10.8 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 31 9.9 
Language Arts Spellers 30 9.6 
Harper/Row Basic Spellers 28 8.9 
Spelling 27 8.6 
Basic Spelling Keys 24 7.6 
You Can Spell 19 6.0 
Basic Spelling Goals 13 4.2 
Total 314 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 13 to 
a high of 58, with an average of the total occurrence of 31.4. Three 
texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 142 occurrences 
or 45.2 per cent of the total 314 occurrences. Six texts fell below 
the average, yielding a total of 141 occurrences or 44.9 per cent. 
One text contained the average of 31 occurrences or an incidence- 
ratio of 9.9 per cent. 
The findings seem to indicate that the content promoting the 
recognition of rhyming letters and words in each speller-text was in 
keeping with the content of the other. One speller-text showed a 
relatively low incidence-ratio and two texts showed relatively high 
incidente-ratios. 
Summary.--Table 5 presents a summary of the data, total inci¬ 
dence, and incidence-ratio in an evaluation of all the ten speller- 
texts on perception skills. It would appear that the following 
respective ranks are indicated: 
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Spell Correctly was rated high in quality in all aspects of the 
content offerings and maintained the "first" rank. Spelling was 
"second" in rank with no low rating in its presentation of visual 
perception skills. Harper/Row Basic Speller was next or "third" in 
rank with one low factor. Skills in Spelling and Sound and Sense 
in Spelling maintained identical rankings. You Can Spell had the 
least factors involving perception skills and maintained the lowest 
rank of all ten of the speller-texts. 
TABLE 5 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENCES, 
INCIDENCE-RATIOS AND ATTENDANT RANKS FOR THE 









Basic Spelling Goals 168 7.5 8 
Basic Spelling Kevs 246 10.8 4 
You Can Spell 142 6.4 9 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 212 9.4 6 
Language Arts Spellers 209 9.3 7 
Mv Word Book 227 10.2 5 
Skills in Spelling 212 9.4 6 
Spell Correctly 304 13.6 1 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 258 11.0 3 
Spelling 286 12.4 2 
Total 2264 100.0 
Average 226.4 100% 
Structural Analysis Clues 
The contents of each speller-text were evaluated in this study 
to ascertain the degree of emphasis that each text placed on developing 
competency in analyzing words in terms of their structures. This 
skill makes use of inflectional forms (tenses, inflectional nouns), 
compound words, contractions, prefixes, suffixes, and syllabication 
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as recognition clues. 
Tenses.--Table 6 presents an analysis of the content for activi¬ 
ties occurring which promotes recognition of tenses as a means of 
attacking words. 
TABLE 6 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES EMPLOYING TENSE AS 
AN AID IN WORD ATTACK 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Skills in Spelling 26 20.2 
Spelling 19 15.0 
My Word Book 18 14.0 
Language Arts Spellers 15 11.8 
Basic Spelling Goals 14 11.0 
Spell Correctly 10 7.8 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 8 6.2 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 7 5.4 
You Can Spell 5 4.3 
Basic Spelling Keys 5 4.3 
Total 127 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 5 to a 
high of 26 with an average of the total occurrence of 12.7. Five 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 92 oc¬ 
currences or 72.0 per cent of the 127 occurrences. Five speller-texts 
fell below the average, yielding a total of 35 occurrences or 28.0 
per cent of the total. It was further revealed that in two speller- 
texts, You Can Spell and Basic Spelling Keys, this skill was involved 
5 times with ratios of 4.0 respectively. 
The findings seem to indicate that the content embracing the 
skill of recognizing tenses in each speller-text was in keeping with 
the content of the other to some degree. Three speller-texts showed 
relatively low ratios and one speller-text showed a relatively high 
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ratio. 
Inflectional Form: Nouns.—Table 7 presents an analysis of the 
content for activities occurring which emphasizes a recognition of 
inflectional forms in nouns. 
TABLE 7 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES EMPHASIZING RECOGNITION 
OF INFLECTED NOUNS AS AN AID TO WORD ATTACK 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Basic Spelling Keys 66 15.3 
Language Arts Spellers 55 12.8 
Basic Spelling Goals 52 12.0 
Skills in Spelling 51 11.9 
Spelling 51 11.9 
Spell Correctly 41 9.8 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 40 9.4 
Mv Word Book 39 9.0 
Harper/Row Basic Spellers 19 4.4 
You Can Spell 17 3.5 
Total 431 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 17 to 
a high of 66 with an average of the total occurrences of 43.1. Five 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 275 
occurrences or 63.9 of the total 431 occurrences. Five speller-texts 
fell below the average, yielding a total of 156 occurrences or 36.1 
per cent. It was further revealed that in two speller-texts, Skills 
in Spelling and Spelling, this skill was involved 51 times with ratios 
of 11.9 respectively. 
The findings seem to indicate that content patterns of each 
speller-text embraced the skill of recognizing inflected nouns. Four 
texts showed relatively low ratings. 
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Compounds and contractions.--Table 8 presents an analysis of 
content for activities occurring which emphasize the recognition of 
compound words and contractions. 
TABLE 8 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES EMPLOYING COMPOUNDS 
AND CONTRACTIONS FOR AID IN WORD ATTACK 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Skills in Spelling 43 20.1 
Basic Spelling Keys 29 13.6 
Harper/Row Basic Spellers 28 13.1 
Spell Correctly 24 11.4 
Language Arts Spellers 20 9.3 
You Can Spell 15 6.9 
Mv Word Book 15 6.9 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 14 6.5 
Basic Spelling Goals 13 6.1 
Spelling 13 6.1 
Total 214 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 13 to a 
high of 43 with an average of the total occurrences of 21.4. Four 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 124 
occurrences or 58.2 per cent of 214 occurrences. Six speller-texts 
fell below the mean, yielding a total of 90 occurrences or 41.8 per 
cent. It was further revealed that in five speller-texts, Sound and 
Sense in Spelling. Basic Spelling Goals. Spelling. You Can Spell, and 
My Word Book, this incidence-ratio skill was relatively low with ratios 
of 6.1, 6.5 and 6.9. 
The findings seem to indicate that there are four spellers which 
could be selected for content specifically helpful in the instruction 
of compounds and contractions. Although all spellers offer some content 
concerned with this structural aspects, there are four which would 
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not be recommended for this reason. 
Prefixes and suffixes.--Table 9 presents an analysis of the 
content for activities occurring which stresses the role of pre¬ 
fixes and suffixes in word recognition. 
TABLE 9 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES EMPLOYING PREFIXES AND 
SUFFIXES FOR AID IN WORD RECOGNITION 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Spelling 21 18.7 
Basic Spelling Keys 16 14.3 
Skills in Spelling 15 13.3 
Language Arts Spellers 12 10.5 
Mv Word Book 11 9.7 
Spell Correctly 10 9.0 
Basic Spelling Goals 9 7.9 
You Can Spell 7 6.2 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 7 6.2 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 5 4.4 
Total 113 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 5 to a 
high of 21, with an average of 11.3. Four speller-texts appeared 
above the average, yielding a total of 64 occurrences or 56.6 per cent 
of the 113 occurrences. Six speller-texts appeared below the average, 
yielding a total of 49 occurrences or per cent of 43.4. It was further 
revealed that in two speller-texts, You Can Spell and Harper/Row Basic 
Speller, this skill was involved an equal number of times with an in¬ 
cidence-ratio of 6.2. 
The findings seem to indicate that Spelling is definitely 
superior as a supplementary source for the instruction of prefixes 
and suffixes. Skills in Spelling and Basic Spelling Keys contain 
more exercises than most in the use of the affixes. Sound and Sense 
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in Spelling ranks low in incidence for this purpose. 
Syllabication.—Table 10 presents an analysis of the data for 
activities occurring which promotes facility in techniques of syllabi¬ 
cation. 
TABLE 10 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES EMPLOYING SYLLABICATION 
AS AN AID TO WORD ATTACK 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 64 21.1 
My Word Book 42 13.8 
Skills in Spelling 38 12.5 
Spell Correctly 33 10.9 
Basic Spelling Keys 29 9.5 
Basic Spelling Goals 27 8.9 
Spelling 23 7.5 
Language Arts Spellers 22 7.2 
You Can Spell 13 4.3 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 13 4.3 
Total 304 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 13 to a 
high of 64 with an average of 30.4. Four speller-texts appeared above 
the average, yielding a total of 177 occurrences and an incidence-ratio 
of 58.3. Six speller-texts fell below the average, yielding a total 
of 127 occurrences or 41.7 per cent. It was further revealed that in 
two speller-texts, You Can Spell and Sound and Sense in Spelling, 
yielded an exceptionally low incidence-ratio of 4.3. 
The findings seem to indicate that the recommended speller- 
texts for supplementary use in instruction of syllabication skills 
are: (1) Harper/Row Basic Speller. (2) My Word Book. (3) Skills in 
Spelling, and (4) Spell Correctly. 
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Summary.--Table 11 presents a summary of the data on the total 
ratings and evaluation for the ten speller-texts on the criteria 
structural analysis. This summary indicates that the following 
respective ranks 
Skills in Spelling was rated high in quality in all aspects of 
the content offering and maintained the "first rank." Basic Spelling 
Keys was "second' in rank with only one low rating in its presentation 
of tenses. Spelling was next or "third" in rank with two low factors. 
My Word Book and Harper/Row Basic Speller received the same rank of 
"fourth" respectively. Language Arts Spellers was "fifth" in rank 
with two low factors. You Can Spell and Sound and Sense in Spelling 
had the least factors involving structural analysis skills maintained 
the lowest ranks of all ten of the speller-texts. 
Phonetic Analysis 
The contents of each speller-text were evaluated to ascertain 
the extent of emphasis that each speller-text contained activities that 
could be utilized in developing competency in analyzing words in 
terms of their sound elements. This skill involves (1) an association 
of letters and combinations of letters with sounds and (2) some 
principles explaining sounds in words. The analysis was made with 
reference to consonants, consonant blends, short vowel sounds, long 
vowel sounds, digraphs and diphthongs. 
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TABLE 11 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENCES, 
INCIDENCE-RATIOS AND ATTENDANT RANKS FOR THE 









Basic Spelling Goals 115 9.6 7 
You Can Spell 57 5.1 9 
Basic Spelling Keys 145 12.0 2 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 80 7.0 8 
Language Arts Spellers 124 10.4 5 
Mv Word Book 125 10.6 4 
Skills in Spelling 173 14.7 1 
Spell Correctly 118 10.0 6 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 125 10.6 4 
Spelling 127 10.8 3 
Total 1189 100.0 
Average 118.9 
Consonants; initial and final.—Table 12 presents an analysis of 
content for activities occurring in the speller-texts which may be 
used as supplementary instructional material for the teaching of 
initial and final consonant sounds. 
TABLE 12 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES STRESSING INITIAL AND 
FINAL CONSONANTS 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Basic Spelling Keys 62 14.7 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 55 13.0 
Mv Word Book 53 12.6 
Language Arts Spellers 52 12.2 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 45 10.7 
Spelling 42 10.0 
Skills in Spelling 41 9.7 
Basic Spelling Goals 34 8.0 
Spell Correctly 23 5.5 
You Can Spell 15 3.6 
Total 442 100.0 
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The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 15 to 
a high of 62 with an average of the total occurrence of 42.2. Five 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 287 
occurrences or 63.2 per cent of the 442 occurrences. Five speller- 
texts fell below the average, yielding a total of 155 occurrences 
or 36.8 per cent. 
The findings show a wide range of occurrence of activities 
dealing with initial and final consonant sounds in the ten spellers. 
This kind of distribution renders it fairly simple to determine that 
Basic Spelling Keys. Sound and Sense in Spelling. My Word Book and 
Language Arts Spellers are superior choices for supplementary 
materials in this area. On the other hand, You Can Spell and Spell 
Correctly would be very poor choices. 
Consonant blend sounds.--Table 13 presents an analysis of the 
data for the occurrence of activities which aid in the recognition of 
consonant blends. 
TABLE 13 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES WHICH AID IN THE 
RECOGNITION OF CONSONANT BLENDS 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Basic Spelling Keys 82 24.6 
Language Arts Spellers 61 18.2 
Spelling 42 12.5 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 36 10.8 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 28 8.4 
Skills in Spelling 23 6.9 
Spell Correctly 20 6.0 
Basic Spelling Goals 17 5.4 
Mv Word Book 13 3.9 
You Can Spell 11 3.3 
Total 333 100.0 
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The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 11 to 
a high of 82 with an average of the total occurrence of 33.3. Four 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 221 
occurrences or 66.1 per cent of the 333 occurrences. Six speller- 
texts fell below the average, yielding a total of 112 occurrences or 
33.9 per cent. 
The findings seem to indicate that the content pattern embracing 
the skill of recognizing consonant blends in each speller-text was 
in keeping with the content pattern of the other to some degree. 
Four speller-texts revealed relatively high ratios and two speller- 
texts showed relatively low ratios. 
Short vowel sounds.--Table 14 presents an analysis of the content 
of the ten spellers for activities occurring which aid in the recogni¬ 
tion of short vowel sounds. 
TABLE 14 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES WHICH AID IN THE 
RECOGNITION OF SHORT VOWEL SOUNDS 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 44 12.0 
Spell Correctly 26 12.4 
Basic Spelling Keys 25 12.0 
Language Arts Spellers 23 11.0 
Spelling 23 11.0 
Mv Word Book 20 9.4 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 14 7.0 
Skills in Spelling 13 6.2 
You Can Spell 11 5.2 
Basic Spelling Goals 9 4.8 
Total 208 100.0 
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The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 9 to a 
high of 44, with an average of the total occurrence of 20.8. Five 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 141 
occurrences or per cent of the 208 occurrences. Five speller-texts 
fell below the average mean, yielding a total of 67 occurrences or 
23.6 per cent. 
The findings seem to indicate that all content patterns embraced 
activities involving the recognition of short vowel sounds. Five 
speller-texts show relatively high ratios and would appear to be 
useful as supplementary materials for instruction of short vowel 
sounds. 
Long vowel sounds.--Table 15 presents an analysis of the data 
for activities occurring which promote the recognition of long vowel 
sounds. 
TABLE 15 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES STRESSING 
LONG VOWEL SOUNDS 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Language Arts Spellers 40 16.2 
Basic Spelling Keys 39 16.0 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 35 14.4 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 31 12.7 
Spelling 27 11.0 
Skills in Spelling 19 8.0 
My Word Book 21 9.0 
Spell Correctly 14 5.6 
You Can Spell 11 4.0 
Basic Spelling Goals 7 3.0 
Total 244 100.0 
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The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 7 to 
a high of 40 with an average of the total occurrence of 24.4. Five 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding 172 occurrences 
or 70.4 per cent of the 244 occurrences. Five speller-texts fell 
below the average, yielding a total of 72 occurrences or 29.6 per 
cent. 
The findings seem to indicate that one-half of the spellers may 
be useful in teaching the long vowel sounds. A minimum of three of 
the spellers would not be as useful in aiding in the recognition of 
long vowels. 
Diagraphs.--Table 16 presents an analysis of the content for 
activities occuring which stress the recognition of diagraphs. 
TABLE 16 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES WHICH STRESS THE 
RECOGNITION OF DIGRAPHS 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Spelling 27 14.7 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 26 13.7 
Basic Spelling Keys 25 13.3 
Language Arts Spellers 21 11.2 
Skills in Spelling 21 11.2 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 20 10.6 
Spell Correctly 15 8.0 
Basic Spelling Goals 14 7.5 
You Can Spell 12 6.4 
My Word Book 7 3.7 
Total 188 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 7 to a 
high of 27 with an average of the total occurrences of 18.8. Six 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 140 
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occurrences or 74.4 per cent of the 188 occurrences. Four texts fell 
below the average, yielding a total of 48 occurrences or 25.6 per cent. 
The findings seem to indicate that more spellers are useful in 
aiding the recognition of digraphs than not. One text, My Word Book, 
showed a relatively low ratio. 
Vowel sounds with "r" control.—Table 17 presents an analysis of 
data for activities occurring which aid in the recognition of "r"- 
controlled vowels. 
TABLE 17 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES WHICH AID IN THE 
RECOGNITION OF "R"-CONTROLLED VOWELS 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Spell Correctly 16 19.6 
Basic Spelling Keys 15 18.3 
Haroer/Row Basic Speller 10 12.0 
Sound and Sense in Spelline 9 11.0 
Language Arts Spellers 8 9.8 
Basic Spelling Goals 8 9.8 
Skills in Spelling 6 7.3 
You Can Spell 5 6.1 
Spelling 5 6.1 
Mv Word Book 0 0 
Total 82 100.0 
The incidence of these activities ranges from a low of 0 to a 
high of 16 with an average of 8.2. Four speller-texts appeared 
above the average with a total of 50 occurrences or 60.9 of the 82 
occurrences. Six speller-texts fell below the average, yielding a 
total of 32 occurrences or 39.1 per cent. It was further revealed 
that this aid to word recognition was not evident in one speller-text, 
My Word Book. 
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The findings seem to indicate that the content patterns embraced 
the skill of "r"-controlled vowel sounds in each text except one. Two 
each of four texts showed identical ratings. Four texts boasted high 
ratings and could be recommended for use in the recognition of this 
word component. 
Diphthongs.—Table 18 presents an analysis of content for acti¬ 
vities occurring which promote the recognition of diphthongs within 
words. 
TABLE 18 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES EMPLOYING DIPHTHONG 
SOUNDS FOR AID OF WORD ATTACK 
Speller-Texts Incidence Per Cent 
Spell Correctly 34 26.3 
Harper/Row Basic Spellers 17 18.5 
Skills in Spelling 13 14.1 
Basic Spelling Keys 9 9.8 
Mv Word Book 8 8.7 
Spelling 7 7.6 
Basic Spelling Goals 5 5.4 
Language Arts Spellers 5 5.4 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 4 4.2 
You Can Spell 0 0 
Total 92 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 0 to a 
high of 34 with an average of the total occurrences of 9.2. Three 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 64 
occurrences or 58.9 percent of the 92 occurrences. Seven texts fell 
below the average occurrence, yielding a total of 28 occurrences or 
41.1 per cent. It was further revealed that this kind of content was 
not evident in the speller-text, You Can Spell. Spell Correctly is to 
be recommended as an aid in instruction of diphthongs with a high 
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incidence-ratio of 26.3. 
Summary.—Table 19 presents a summary of the data on the total 
rating and evaluation for the ten speller-texts on the criteria phon¬ 
etic analysis skills. Ranks are indicated as follows: 
Basic Spelling Keys rated high in quality in all aspects of 
the content offerings and maintained the "first" rank. The Language 
Arts Speller was "second" in rank with only one low rating. Harper/Row 
Basic Speller was next or "third" in rank with no low ratings. Sound 
and Sense in Spelling received the "fourth" rank with two low factors. 
You Can Spell and Basic Spelling Goals had the least factors involving 
phonetic analysis skill and maintained the lowest ratings of the ten 
speller-texts. 
TABLE 19 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENCES, 
INCIDENCE-RATIOS AND ATTENDANT RANKS FOR THE 









Basic Spelling Goals 94 6.0 9 
You Can Spell 65 4.2 10 
Basic Spelling Keys 257 16.4 1 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 179 11.4 4 
Language Arts Spellers 210 13.4 2 
My Word Book 122 7.7 8 
Skills in Spelling 136 8.7 6 
Spell Correctly 138 8.8 7 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 195 12.4 3 
Spelling 173 11.0 5 
Total 1569 100.0 
Average 156.9 
TABLE 20 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENCES, INCIDENCE-RATIOS 
AND ATTENDANT RANKS FOR THE TEN SELECTED SPELLER-TEXTS ON THE 



















Incidence Ratio Rank 
Basic Spelling Goals 168 115 94 377 7.5 9 
You Can Spell 142 57 65 264 5.2 10 
Basic Spelling Keys 246 145 257 648 13.0 X 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 212 80 179 471 9.4 8 
Language Arts Spellers 209 124 210 543 10.8 5 
My Word Book 227 125 122 474 9.4 7 
Skills in Spelling 212 173 136 521 10.2 6 
Spell Correctly 304 118 138 560 11.2 4 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 258 125 195 578 11.6 3 













Summary of Analyses of Content 
for Specific Aspects of Word Attack 
Table 20 presents a composite visual comparison showing the 
total skill-incidence, incidence-ratios of aspects of word attack 
found in the content and the attendant rank for each speller-text. 
Ranks for each text were based on the incidence-ratio for that 
particular skill. Skills considered appear horizontally across the 
top of the page of the analysis schedule, with the total incidence 
figure, incidence-ratios and attendant ranks appearing in verticle 
columns under respective captions. 
The content offerings of the ten speller-texts varied in the 
extent to which selected aspects of word recognition were treated. 
The content provided for activities to aid in the visual perception 
of words most generously, approximately 46 per cent, while the pro¬ 
visions for analytical means of word attack were more limited. 
Roughly 31 per cent of the total number of occurrences of exercises 
which may be useful in instruction of word attack skills were con¬ 
cerned with phonetic analysis while 23 per cent of these activities 
dealt with structural analysis. 
The content offerings wherein perceptual skills were concerned 
appeared to indicate that Spell Correctly was rated high in quality 
in all aspects of word attack and maintained the "first" rank. 
Spelling was "second" in rank with no low rating in its presentation 
of visual perception skills. Harper/Row Basic Speller was next or 
"third" in rank with one low factor. Skills in Spelling and Sound and 
Sense in Spelling maintained identical rank in this area. You Can 
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Spell had fewer factors involving perception skills and maintained 
the lowest rank of all ten of the ten speller-texts in visual 
perception. 
The content offerings for structural analysis skills indicated 
that the speller Skills in Spelling was rated high in quality in all 
aspects and maintained the "first" rank. The speller Basic Spelling 
Keys was "second" in rank with only one low rating in all aspects of 
structural analysis treated. Spelling was "third" in rank with two 
slightly low factors. My Word Book was "fourth" in rank with two 
low factors. My Word Book and Harper/Row Basic Speller held identi¬ 
cal ranks. You Can Spell and Sound and Sense in Spelling had the 
least number of factors involving structural analysis skills and 
received the lowest ranks. 
The content offerings of phonetic analysis appeared to a 
greater extent in Basic Spelling Keys which rated high in quality in 
all aspects of this area analyzed. This speller maintained the 
"first" rank. The Language Arts Spellers were "second" in rank with 
a low factor in its presentation of diphthong sounds. Harper/Row 
Basic Speller was "third" in rank with no low ratings. Sound and 
Sense in Spelling received the "fourth" rank with two low factors. You 
Can Spell and Basic Spelling Goals included fewer factors involving 
phonetic analysis and maintained the lowest ranks. 
Even with the presence of similarities and dissimilarities in 
certain aspects of content offerings in the word attack area, it was 
evident that the content offerings of Basic Spelling Keys. Spelling. 
Harper/Row Basic Speller. Spell Correctly. Language Arts Spellers. 
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and Skills in Spelling, presented promising, functional reading 
related spelling skills on spelling related reading skills. 
Discussion and Analysis of Specific 
Aspects of Word Meaning Skills 
The specific content that emphasized the word meaning skills 
in the ten speller-texts, including using context, classification, 
using word structure and word-meaning association are analyzed and 
discussed below. 
Using Context 
The content of the spellers specifically treating the use of 
contextual clues was determined for each speller text in order to 
ascertain the degree of emphasis that each text placed on the aid to 
word meanings. 
Picture-word association.—Table 21 presents the results of the 
analysis of the content for activities occurring which utilize pictures 
as meaning aids. 
TABLE 21 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES UTILIZING PICTURE-WORD 
ASSOCIATION AS AN AID TO WORD MEANING 
Speller-Texts Incidence Ratio 
Spelling 130 18.0 
Spell Correctly 110 16.0 
Basic Spelling Keys 78 11.0 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 69 10.0 
Language Arts Spellers 67 9.4 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 64 9.3 
You Can Spell 58 8.2 
Skills in Spelling 57 8.1 
Mv Word Book 46 6.0 
Basic Spelling Goals 29 4.0 
Total 700 100.0 
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The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 29 to 
a high of 130 with an average of the total occurrence of 70.8. Three 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 318 
occurrences or 45.0 per cent of the 708 occurrences. Seven speller- 
texts fell below the average, yielding a total of 390 or 55.0 per 
cent. 
The findings seem to indicate that the content embracing the 
use of pictures as meaning aids appeared in each test. Two speller- 
texts showed relatively high ratings and one text showed a relatively 
low rating. 
Deriving meaning from written context.--Table 22 presents the 
results of an analysis of content for activities occurring which 
utilizes written context as an aid to word meaning. 
TABLE 22 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES UTILIZING WRITTEN 




Spell Correctly 230 15.1 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 215 14.1 
Skills in Spelling 213 14.0 
Language Arts Spellers 199 13.1 
Basic Spelling Keys 185 12.2 
My Word Book 130 8.6 
You Can Spell 112 7.5 
Basic Spelling Goals 81 5.4 
Spelling 79 5.0 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 74 5.0 
Total 1518 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 74 to a 
high of 230 with an average of the total occurrence of 151.8. Five 
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speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 1042 
occurrences or 68.5 per cent of the 793 occurrences. Five speller- 
texts fell below the average, yielding a total of 476 occurrences or 
31.5 per cent. 
Spell Correctly. Harper/Row Basic Speller. Skills in Spelling. 
Language Arts Spellers, and Basic Spelling Keys give evidence of 
having the most adequate coverage of exercises wherein the written 
context serve as clues to word meaning. This distribution suggests 
that the spellers listed above may be meaning oriented more than the 
three spellers listed below. Basic Spelling Goals. Spelling, and 
Sound and Sense in Spelling are not to be recommended on the basis of 
relatively low-incidence of such exercises. 
TABLE 23 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENCES, 
INCIDENCE-RATIOS AND ATTENDANT RANKS FOR THE 
TEN SELECTED SPELLER-TEXTS ON THE CRITERIA 
USING CONTEXT CLUES 
Skills Considered Total 
Speller-Texts Incidence Ratio Rank 
Basic Spelling Goals 111 5.1 10 
You Can Spell 171 8.1 8 
Basic Spelling Keys 264 11.9 5 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 139 5.4 9 
Language Arts Spellers 267 12.1 4 
My Word Book 177 8.1 7 
Skills in Spelling 271 12.2 3 
Spell Correctly 341 15.2 1 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 280 12.6 2 
Spelling 205 9.3 6 
Total 2226 100.0 
Summary.--Table 23 presents a summary of the data on the total 
rating and evaluation for all ten selected third grade speller-texts 
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on the criteria of using context clues would appear to indicate the 
respective rankings as follows: Spell Correctly was rated high in 
quality in all aspects of the content offerings herein concerned and 
maintained the "first" rank. Harper/Row Basic Speller was "second" 
in rank with no low ratings. Skills in Spelling was the speller which 
was next or "third" in rank with one low factor. Language Arts 
Spellers received the "fourth" rank. Basic Spelling Keys was the 
speller "fifth" in rank with only one low rating in its presentation 
of developing meaning for paragraphs. Basic Spelling Goals and Sound 
and Sense in Spelling had fewer factors involving the use of context 
skills and maintained the lowest rank of all ten of the speller-texts. 
Classification 
The skills of classification were defined in this study as 
those activities which could be utilized in developing competency in 
understanding words that have opposite meanings, antonyms, words that 
have the same meanings, synonyms, and words that sould alike, but 
which have different spelling and meanings (homonyms). 
Antonyms.—Table 24 presents the incidence and incidence-ratios 
resulting from an analysis of the content for activities emphasizing 
antonyms as an aid to word meaning. 
TABLE 24 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES EMPHASIZING 
ANTONYMS 
Speller-Texts Incidence Ratio 
Mv Word Book 19 17.6 
Spelling 16 14.8 
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TABLE 24- -Continued 
Speller-Texts Incidence Ratio 
Skills in Spelling 16 14.8 
Basic Spelling Keys 12 11.1 
Language Arts Spellers 12 11.1 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 10 9.3 
Basic Spelling Goals 10 9.3 
Spell Correctly 5 4.6 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 4 3.7 
You Can Spell 4 3.7 
Total 108 100.0 
The incidence of these activities ranges from a low of 4 to a 
high of 19 with an average of the total occurrences of 10.8. Five 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 75 
occurrences or 69.4 per cent of the 108 occurrences. Five speller- 
texts fell below the average, yielding a total of 33 occurrences or 
30.6 per cent. It was further revealed that in eight speller-texts, 
Spelling. Skills in Spelling. Basic Spelling Keys. Language Arts 
Spellers. Harper/Row Basic Speller. Basic Spelling Goals. Sound and 
Sense in Spelling and You Can Spell, this skill was treated equally 
well in pairs of books; with incidence counts of 16, 12, 10, and 4 
times with ratings of 14.8, 11.1, 9.3 and 3.7 respectively. My Word 
Book. Spelling. Skills in Spelling. Basic Spelling Keys, and Language 
Arts Spellers give evidence of having the most adequate coverage of 
exercises wherein the antonyms serve as clues to word meaning. Spell 
Correctly. Sound and Sense in Spelling, and You Can Spell are not to 
be recommended on the basis of relatively low-incidence of such 
exercises 
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Synonyms.—Table 25 presents the incidence and the incidence- 
ratio for recurring contents which place stress upon a recognition of 
synonyms. 
TABLE 25 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES EMPLOYING SYNONYMS 
FOR AID IN WORD MEANING 
Speller-Texts Incidence Ratio 
Spelling 14 15.7 
Spell Correctly 12 13.5 
Skills in Spelling 12 13.5 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 10 11.3 
Language Arts Spellers 10 11.3 
My Word Book 9 10.1 
Basic Spelling Goals 8 9.0 
Basic Spelling Keys 5 5.7 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 5 5.7 
You Can Spell 4 4.2 
Total 89 100.0 
The incidence of these activities ranges from a low of 4 to a 
high of 14 with an average of the total occurrence of 8.9. Six 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 67 
occurrences or 75.4 per cent of the 89 occurrences. Four speller- 
texts fell below the average, yielding a total of 22 occurrences or 
24.6 per cent. It was further revealed that three sets of the spellers 
were equally ranked. They were: (1) Spell Correctly and Skills in 
Spelling. (2) Harper/Row Basic Speller and Language Arts Spellers, and 
(3) Basic Spelling Keys and Sound and Sense in Spelling, this skill 
was involved 12, 10, and 5 times with ratings of 13.5, 11.3 and 5.7 
respectively. All spellers devoted some content to the recognition 
of the usefulness of synonyms for building word meanings. Spelling. . 
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Spell correctly. Skills in Spelling. Harper/Row Basic Speller, and 
Language Arts Spellers give evidence of having the most adequate 
coverage. Basic Spelling Keys. Sound and Sense in Spelling, and 
You Can Spell are not to be recommended on the basis of relatively 
low-incidences on such exercises. 
Homonyms.—Table 26 presents an analysis of the data for acti¬ 
vities occurring which emphasize the recognition of homonyms as an 
aid to word meanings. 
TABLE 26 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES EMPLOYING HOMONYMS 
AS AN AID TO WORD MEANING 
Speller-Texts Incidence Ratio 
Skills in Spelling 16 17.0 
Spelling 14 14.9 
Spell Correctly 12 12.8 
Language Arts Spellers 12 12.8 
Harper/Row Basic Spellers 10 10.7 
Basic Spelling Goals 8 8.5 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 7 7.3 
My Word Book 6 6.4 
Basic Spelling Keys 5 5.3 
You Can Spell 4 4.3 
Total 94 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 4 to a 
high of 16 with an average of the total occurrence of 9.4. Five 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 64 
occurrences or 68.2 per cent of the 94 occurrences. Five speller- 
texts fell below the average, yielding a total of 30 occurrences or 
31.8 per cent.. It was further revealed that in two speller-texts, 
Spell Correctly and Language Arts Spellers, this skill was involved 
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12 times with a per cent of 12.8 respectively. 
Five speller-texts give evidence of including a substantial 
amount of content devoted to the identification of homonyms. 
TABLE 27 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENCES, 
INCIDENCE-RATIOS AND ATTENDANT RANKS FOR THE 







Basic Spelling Goals 26 9.0 5 
You Can Spell 12 4.2 8 
Basic Spelling Keys 22 7.5 6 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 16 5.5 7 
Language Arts Spellers 34 11.7 2 
My Word Book 34 11.7 2 
Skills in Spelling 44 15.0 1 
Spell Correctly 29 10.0 4 
Harper/Row Basic Spellers 30 10.4 3 
Spelling 44 15.0 1 
Total 291 100.0 
Average 29.1 
Summary.--Table 27 presents a summary of the data on the total 
rating and evaluation for all ten selected third grade speller-texts 
on the criteria of classification would appear to indicate the 
respective ranks. 
Skills in Spelling was rated high in quality in all aspects of 
the content offerings and maintained the "first" rank. Language Arts 
Spellers and My Word Book received identical ratings and ranked 
"second." Harper/Row Basic Spellers was next or "third" in rank with 
only one low rating in its presentation of antonyms. Spell Correctly 
received the "fourth" rank with one low factor. You Can Spell and 
Sound and Sense in Spelling had the least factors involving classi¬ 
fication and maintained the lowest ranks of the ten speller-texts. 
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Using Structural Clues 
The content concerned with structural usage was evaluated in 
this study to ascertain the degree of emphasis each text identified 
activities that could be utilized in developing competency of 
compound words, root words, prefixes and suffixes as clues to word 
meaning. 
Compound words.--Table 28 presents the results of the content 
for activities occurring which give clues to word meaning. 
TABLE 28 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES UTILIZING COMPOUND WORDS 
AS AN AID TO WORD MEANING 
Speller-Texts Incidence Ratio 
Language Arts Spellers 19 17.0 
Spell Correctly 18 16.1 
Skills in Spelling 16 14.3 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 16 14.3 
Basic Spelling Keys 9 8.0 
My Word Book 9 8.0 
Basic Spelling Goals 8 7U 
Spelling 8 7.1 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 5 4.5 
You Can Spell 4 3.6 
Total 112 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 4 to a 
high of 19 with an average of the total occurrences of 11.2. Four 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 69 
occurrences or 61.7 per cent of the 112 occurrences#c Six speller-texts 
fell below the average, yielding a total of 43 occurrences or 38.3 
per cent. It was further revealed that in six speller-texts, Skills 
in Spelling. Harper/Row Basic Speller. Basic Spelling Keys. My Word 
Book. Basic Spelling Goals and Spelling, this skill involved 16, 9, 
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and 8 times with ratings of 14.3, 8.0 and 7.1 respectively. 
Language Arts Spellers. Spell Correctly. Skills in Spelling. 
Harper/Row Basic Speller and Basic Spelling Keys revealed more 
content to useful activities of compound words as clues to word 
meaning. Sound and Sense in Spelling and You Can Spell indicated 
low-incidence and are not recommended for this exercise. 
Root words.--Table 29 presents incidence and incidence-ratio of 
the content for activities occurring which give clues to word meaning. 
TABLE 29 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES UTILIZING ROOT WORDS 
AS AN AID TO WORD MEANING 
Speller-Texts Incidence Ratio 
Spelling 43 17.2 
Basic Spelling Goals 41 16.4 
Spell Correctly 29 11.6 
Skills in Spelling 26 10.4 
Harper/Row Basic Spellers 25 9.7 
Mv Word Book 25 9.7 
Language Arts Spellers 20 8.0 
You Can Spell 20 8.0 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 12 5.0 
Basic Spelling Goals 10 4.0 
Total 251 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 10 to a 
high of 43 with an average of 25.1. The total occurrence of 25.1. Six 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 189 
occurrences or 75.0 per cent of the 251 occurrences. Four speller-texts 
fell below the average, yielding a total of 62 occurrences or 25.0 
per cent. One speller-text fell within the average with 26 occurrences 
or 10.4 per cent. It was further revealed that in four speller-texts 
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Harper/Row Basic Speller. My Word Book. Language Arts Spellers, and 
You Can Spell, this skill involved 25 and 20 times with ratings 9.7 
and 8.0 respectively. 
All speller-texts devoted some content to this skill. Spelling. 
Basic Spelling Goals, and Skills in Spelling are highly recommended 
for useful activities of root words as clues to word meaning. Sound 
and Sense in Spelling and Basic Spelling Goals are not recommended on 
the basis of low-incidence revealed. 
Prefixes and suffixes.--Table 30 presents an analysis of the 
data for activities occurring in the spellers which promotes the 
recognition of prefixes and suffixes for the purpose of building word 
meanings. 
TABLE 30 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES EMPLOYING PREFIXES 
AND SUFFIXES AS AN AID TO WORD MEANING 
Speller-Texts Incidence Ratio 
Basic Spelling Keys 19 12.7 
Language Arts Spellers 19 12.7 
Spell Correctly 19 12.7 
Skills in Spelling 17 11.4 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 16 10.8 
You Can Spell 16 10.8 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 13 8.8 
My Word Book 11 7.3 
Basic Spelling Goals 10 6.7 
Spelling 9 6.1 
Total 149 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 9 to a 
high of 19 with an average of the total occurrences of 14.9. Six 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 106 
occurrences or 71.1 per cent of the 149 occurrences. Four speller-texts 
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fell below the average, yielding a total of 43 occurrences or 28.9 
per cent. It was further revealed that in five speller-texts, Basic 
Spelling Keys. Language Arts Spellers. Spell Correctly. Harper/Row 
Basic Speller and You Can Spell, this skill was involved 19 and 16 
times with ratings of 12.7 and 10.8 respectively. 
Basic Spelling Keys. Language Arts Spellers. Spell Correctly, 
and Skills in Spelling are highly recommended for useful activities 
of prefixes and suffixes as clues to word meaning. Spelling and Basic 
Spelling Goals revealed low-incidence in this content and are not 
recommended. 
TABLE 31 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENCES, 
INCIDENCE-RATIOS AND ATTENDANT RANKS FOR THE 
TEN SELECTED SPELLER-TEXTS ON THE USE OF 









Basic Spelling Goals 28 5.4 10 
You Can Spell 40 7.9 8 
Basic Spelling Keys 69 13.4 1 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 30 6.0 9 
Language Arts Spellers 58 11.3 5 
Mv Word Book 45 9.0 7 
Skills in Spelling 59 11.4 4 
Spell Correctly 66 12.8 2 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 57 11.0 6 
Spelling 60 11.7 3 
Total 512 100.0 
Summary.—Table 31 presents a summary of the data on the total 
rating and evaluation for all ten speller-texts on the criteria 
using word structure clues would appear to indicate the following 
ranks. 
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Basic Spelling Keys rated high in quality in all aspects of 
content offering and ranked "first" with one low rating in its pre¬ 
sentation of compound words. Spell Correctly was "second" in rank 
with all high ratings in all aspects of the content offerings. 
Spelling was next or "third" with two low factors. Skills in 
Spelling was "fourth" in rank with all high ratings. Basic Spelling 
Goals and Sound and Sense in Spelling had the least factors involving 
using structure clues and maintained the lowest ranks of all ten 
of the speller-texts. 
Word Meaning Association 
The content concerned with word-meaning association was evaluated 
in this study to ascertain the degree of emphasis each text identi¬ 
fied activities that could be utilized in developing competency in 
associating words with experiences or other word symbols. 
Associating meaning with word symbols.--Table 32 presents an 
analysis of the content for activities occurring which promotes the 
development of this skill. 
TABLE 32 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES WHERE MEANING 
ASSOCIATION WITH WORD SYMBOLS 
IS STRESSED 
Speller-Texts Incidence Ratio 
Skills in Spelling 97 20.0 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 65 13.1 
Language Arts Spellers 64 13.0 
Spelling 61 12.3 
Spell Correctly 47 9.4 
You Can Spell 45 9.0 
Mv Word Book 41 8.2 
Basic Spelling Keys 39 8.0 
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TABLE 32--Continued 
Speller-Texts Incidence Ratio 
Basic Spelling Goals 23 4.5 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 13 2.5 
Total 225 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 13 to a 
high of 97 with an average of the total occurrence of 22.5. Nine 
speller-texts appeared above the average, yielding a total of 212 
occurrences or 97.5 of the 225 occurrences. One speller-text fell 
at the average with 13 occurrences or 2.5 per cent. 
All speller-texts devoted some content to associating meaning 
with word symbols. Seven speller-texts are recommended for aid in 
promoting this skill on the basis of incidence-ratios. Basic 
Spelling Goals and Sound and Sense in Spelling are not recommended on 
the basis of low-incidence of this content. 
Selecting appropriate meanings.—Table 33 presents the results 
of the content for activities occurring which promotes the development 
of this skill. 
TABLE 33 
INCIDENCE OF ACTIVITIES STRESSING THE SELECTION 
APPROPRIATE MEANINGS 
Speller-Texts Incidence Ratio 
Basic-Spelling Keys 50 22.2 
Language Arts Spellers 32 14.2 
Spell Correctly 30 13.3 
Skills in Spelling  29 12.9 
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TABLE 33—Continued 
Speller-Texts Incidence Ratio 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 27 12.0 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 18 8.0 
My Word Book 15 6.6 
Spelling 11 5.0 
Basic Spelling Goals 8 3.6 
You Can Spell 5 2.2 
Total 495 100.0 
The occurrence of these activities ranges from a low of 5 to a 
high of 50 with an average of the total occurrence of 49.5. One 
speller-text appeared above the average, yielding a total of 50 
occurrences or 22.2 per cent of the 495 occurrences. Nine speller- 
texts fell below the average, yielding a total of 445 occurrences 
or 77.8 per cent. 
All speller-texts devoted some content to the selection of 
appropriate meanings. Skills in Spelling is highly recommended on the 
basis of an extremely high incidence. It is the only speller with an 
incidence count above the average for this activity. 
TABLE 34 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENCES, 
INCIDENCE-RATIOS AND ATTENDANT RANKS FOR THE 








Basic Spelling Goals 31 4.3 9 
You Can Spell 50 6.9 8 
Basic Spelling Keys 89 12.3 4 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 31 4.3 6 
Language Arts Spellers 96 13.4 2 
My Word Book 56 7.7 7 








Spell Correctly 77 10.7 5 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 92 12.8 3 
Spelling 72 10.0 6 
Total 720 100.0 
Average 72.0 
Summary.—Table 34 presents a summary of the data on the total 
rating and evaluation for all ten speller-texts on the criteria of 
word-meaning association would appear to indicate the respective 
ranks. 
Skills in Spelling was rated high in quality in all aspects of 
the content offerings and maintained the "first" rank. Language Arts 
Spellers were"second" in rank. Harper/Row Basic Spellers received the 
"third" rank. Basic Spelling Keys was "fourth" in rank with one low 
rating. Spell Correctly received the "fifth" rank in the content 
offerings. Sound and Sense in Spelling and Spelling received identical 
rankings. You Can Spell and Basic Spelling Goals had the least factors 
involving word-meaning association skills and maintained the lowest 
rank of all ten of the speller-texts. 
Summary of Analyses of Content for Specific 
Aspects of Word Meaning 
Table 35 presents a comparison of the four skills considered 
showing the total skill incidence, incidence-ratios, and attendant rank 
for each speller-text. Rank for each speller-text. Rank for each 
speller-text was based on the incidence-ratio for that particular 
skill. Skills considered appear horizontally across the top of the 
page of the analysis schedule, with the total incidence figure, 
TABLE 35 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENCES, INCIDENCE-RATIOS 
AND ATTENDANT RANKS FOR THE TEN SELECTED SPELLER-TEXTS ON THE 
CRITERIA OF THE TOTAL WORD MEANING AREA 
Skill Using Classifi- Using Word-Meaning 
Considered Context cation Structure Association 
Total Total In- Total Total Total 
Speller-Texts Incidence cidence Incidence Incidence Incidence Ratio Rank 
Basic Spelling Goals 111 26 28 31 196 5.2 10 
You Can Spell 171 12 40 50 273 7.3 8 
Basic Spelling Keys 
Sound and Sense in 
264 22 69 89 444 12.0 5 
Spelling 139 16 30 31 216 5.8 9 
Language Arts Spellers 267 34 58 96 455 12.1 4 
My Word Book 177 34 45 56 312 8.4 7 
Skills in Spelling 271 44 59 126 500 13.3 2 
Spell Correctly 341 29 66 77 513 13.4 1 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 280 30 57 92 459 12.3 3 
Spelling 205 44 60 72 381 10.2 6 
Total 2226 291 512 720 3749 
Average 222.6 29.1 51.2 72.0 374.9 
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incidence-ratios, and attendant ranks appearing in verticle columns 
under respective captions. 
The content offering of the ten speller-texts indicated a wide 
range of differences in the area of word meaning. The largest dif¬ 
ference of 2226 incidence figure occurred in context usage, 720 
incidence-count of word-meaning association, 512 in word structure 
usage, and 291 in classification. 
Using context.—Spell Correctly was rated high in quality in 
all aspects of the content offerings and maintained the "first" rank. 
Harper/Row Basic Speller was "second" in rank with no low rating. 
Language Arts Spellers received "fourth" rank. Basic Spelling Keys 
was "fifth" in rank with only one low rating in its presentation of 
developing meaning for paragraphs. Basic Spelling Goals and Sound 
and Sense in Spelling had the least factors involving context usage 
and maintained the lowest rank of all ten of the speller-texts. 
Classification.—Skills in Spelling was rated high in quality in 
all aspects of the content offerings and maintained the "first" rank. 
Language Arts Spellers and My Word Book received identical ratings 
and were ranked "second." Harper/Row Basic Speller was next or 
"third" in rank with one low rating in their presentation of antonyms. 
Spell Correctly received the "fourth" rank with one low factor. You 
Can Spell and Sound and Sense in Spelling had the least factors in¬ 
volving classification and maintained the lowest ranks of all ten of 
the speller-texts 
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Using structure clues.---Basic Spelling Keys rated high in quality 
and ranked "first" with one low factor in its presentation of 
compound words. Spell Correctly was "second" in rank with high ratings 
in all aspects of the content offering. Skills in Spelling was 
"third" in rank with all high ratings. Basic Spelling Goals and Sound 
and Sense in Spelling had the least factors involving using structure 
clues and maintained the lowest ranks of all ten of the speller-texts. 
Word-meaning association.—Skills in Spelling was rated high in 
quality in aspects of the content offering and maintained the "first" 
rank. Language Arts Spellers was "second" in rank. The "third" 
rank was given to Harper/Row Basic Spellers. Basic Spelling Keys 
received the "fourth" rank with one low factor. Spell Correctly was 
"fifth" in rank. Identical rankings were given to Sound and Sense 
in Spelling and Spelling. You Can Spell and Basic Spelling Goals had 
the least factors involving word-meaning association skills and main¬ 
tained the lowest ranks of the ten speller-texts. 
Even with the presence of similarities and dissimilarities in 
certain aspects of the content offerings in the word-meaning area, it 
was evident that the content offerings of Spell Correctly. Skills in 
Spelling. Harper/Row Basic Speller. Language Arts Spellers, and Basic 
Spelling Keys, presented promising, functional spelling and reading 
related skills. 
Summary of Word Attack and Word Meaning 
Summary of findings.--Table 36 presents a composite picture of 
the two areas of word recognition and word meaning. It shows the 
TABLE 36 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE TOTAL NUMBER OF INCIDENCES, INCIDENCE-RATIOS 
AND ATTENDANT RANKS FOR THE TEN SELECTED SPELLER-TEXTS ON THE 






Word Attack and Word 
Meaning 
Incidence Incidence Incidence Ratio Rank 
Basic Spelling Goals 377 196 573 6.4 9 
You Can Spell 264 273 537 6.1 10 
Basic Spelling Keys 648 444 1092 12.4 1 
Sound and Sense in Spelling 471 216 687 7.8 8 
Language Arts Spellers 543 455 998 11.2 5 
Mv Word Book 474 312 786 9.0 7 
Skills in Spelling 521 500 1021 11.6 4 
Spell Correctly 560 513 1072 12.3 
2 
Harper/Row Basic Speller 578 459 1037 11.7 3 
586 381 967 11.1 6 
Total 5022 3749 8771 
100.0 
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total skill incidence, incidence-ratio, and attendant rank for each 
speller-text. Ranks for each speller-text were based on the 
incidence-ratio for that particular skill. Skills considered appear 
horizontally across the top of the page of the analysis schedule, 
with the total incidence figure, incidence-ratios, and attendant 
ranks appearing in vertical columns under respective captions. 
The content offering of the ten speller-texts indicated a wide 
range of differences in the area of word attack as revealed by 5022 
incidence figure and 3749 count in word meaning. 
Basic Spelling Keys was rated high in quality in all aspects 
of the content offerings and maintained "first" rank. Spell Correctly 
was "second" in rank with a high rating in all aspects of the content 
offerings. Harper/Row Basic Speller ranked "third." The "fourth" 
rank was revealed by Skills in Spelling. Language Arts Spellers was 
"fifth" in rank with no low factors. You Can Spell and Basic Spelling 
Goals had the least factors involving the total areas of word attack 
and word meaning skills and maintained the lowest ranks. 
CHAPTER III 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS 
AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Rationale.--Today*s world is a reading and writing world and 
the ability to read and to write is needed at home, at school and 
at play. A very real need exists for children to read with com¬ 
prehension, to spell correctly and to use language fluently. Normal 
language development is a necessary part of child growth, and 
adequate social adjustment calls for facility in language. 
Spelling, like handwriting, is a tool used in communicating 
with others and as a means of self-expression. The ease and freedom 
with which children engage in various forms of written expression of 
ideas depend upon their ability to spell. The child who does not 
learn to read and to spell may be handicapped not only in his pro¬ 
gress in school, but also in the affairs of his life. 
The teaching of spelling long has been one of the most regularly 
and precisely prescribed activities of elementary teachers. The 
results, however, as judged by child performances in real situations, 
not on test results, are among the most frequently deplored of our 
teachers' efforts. Research workers and teachers have been slow to re¬ 
examine basic causes to devise new approaches in research and to 
utilize more effective teaching methods. 
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The different approaches that have been made to spelling over 
the years, have been based on various assumptions of how learning 
takes place. Several factors have kept teachers from recognizing how 
a child learns to spell. Historical precedent has given status both 
to the early studies of selection of words to be learned and to certain 
methods of teaching and learning those words. It was assumed that 
early methods and original word lists were right and that the teachers 
and pupils were deficient in the amount of time devoted to spelling. 
Within the last twenty years teachers and research workers who 
are well informed on recent findings concerning the learning process 
have begun to re-examine the results of more piecemeal research in 
spelling lists and methods. These educators are concentrating their 
efforts on helping the child to meet his personal spelling needs with 
a high degree of satisfaction. 
There are two main emphases on teaching spelling today. First, 
words that are needed by the child in his current writing are taught. 
This practice conflicts with the earlier research studies which gave 
us many of the published spelling lists we use today almost in their 
original forms. 
The early spelling lists are compiled, to a large extent from the 
words most frequently used by adults in their reading and writing. In 
the light of current research in the learning process, it is apparent 
that lists compiled in this manner are ineffective and frustrating. 
Children will learn best when the work is related to purposes that are 
real to them. Helping a child to learn to spell words that he can 
understand and use may be a far more effective approach than drill on 
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words that he might never use. 
The second emphasis of current research is on the child's need 
to realize he is gaining ground in a skill. In this respect also, 
current research and teaching methods are in sharp contrast with 
earlier methods.^ 
In the modern school the program takes into account the level 
of maturity of the child and the way he learns. It is a waste of time 
and effort to teach children to spell words that they do not need 
in their writing. Words that are needed in adult life should be 
learned when the need for them arises. Teaching the generalization 
underlying the correct spelling of words is important. This involves 
the study of words. 
Word study involves two types of outcomes. The first is expanding 
meaning vocabulary and teaching the word-recognition techniques so that 
meaning accompanies the identification of the symbols. There is little 
use in the child being able to recognize words if those words have no 
meaning. He must learn to associate meaning with printed symbols. His 
meaning must be clear and precise if he is to comprehend the material 
he is reading. He must be able to select, among all the meanings of 
a word, the one that is correct for the particular context in which 
the word is used. 
The second outcome of instruction in word study is the develop¬ 
ment of a set of flexible skills and knowledges that will enable the 
^Viola Therman, "Ways of Teaching Spelling," National Education 
Association Journal. XL (December, 1951), pp. 607-608. 
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child to recognize words he already knows and identify new words with 
speed and understanding.'*' 
The unified learning program in the modern elementary school 
provides many opportunities for learning to spell in meaningful 
situations. The most effective spelling program is highly related to 
reading and word recognition techniques, and is given attention 
o 
throughout the school today. 
Spelling competency is influenced by reading. Many of the 
interrelationships that are present are very likely due to the presence 
of common elements in each facet and to the fact that an experience 
affecting one cannot be isolated from the other. For instance, pupils 
certainly do learn to spell many words as a result of reading and other 
activities. 
Recognition of the interrelationships of the language arts, how¬ 
ever, should not be interpreted as support for an incidental approach 
to the teaching of the various facets as opposed to systematic programs. 
Neither should systematic attention preclude correlating the language 
arts with other curricular areas not integrating related skills. A 
genuine communication program acknowledges the interrelatedness of all 
of the language arts as well as the need for specific teaching 
3 
attention to specific skills. 
•*-G. L. Bond and Miles A. Tinker, Reading Difficulties Their 
Diagnosis and Correction (New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc., 
1957), p. 112. 
o 
Wesley G. Sowards and Margaret Mary Scobey, The Changing 
Curriculum and the Elementary Teacher (San Francisco: Wadsworth 
Publishing Company, Inc., 1961), p. 265. 
^Harold G. Shane, et al, Improving Language Arts Instruction 
in the Elementary School (Columbus, Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Books, 
Inc., 1962), p. 101. 
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In all probability, all teachers realize that reading skills 
and spelling skills are related. Most good readers are good spellers 
and most good spellers are good readers. If we keep in mind how 
people learn to read words, we can better understand how they learn 
to spell words. If we can see the relationships between reading 
words and spelling words, we can build spelling skill when we teach 
reading and we can build and strengthen reading skill when we teach 
spelling.1 
In spelling and reading, as in other subjects, teachers modify 
methods to take care of the different ways in which children learn, 
and they are equally interested in accordance with these observations, 
to provide textbooks that will be suitable and enhance the objectives 
and purposes of each other. 
Evolution of the problem.—This problem grew out of a situation 
wherein the writer having served on a committee for the selection of 
textbooks that would be utilized in the new and changed curriculum of 
the school. The group consisted of five third grade teachers whose 
major responsibility was to appraise spelling textbooks. Selections 
were primarily based on word lists, personal opinions or preferences. 
In the perusal of the spelling texts, the writer became convinced 
that a few of the texts were presented in such a way that some acti¬ 
vities offered could be useful as supplementary materials for 
practicing reading skills. The question arose as to whether all 
spelling textbooks could be used effectively in this manner and to 
what extent. 
■^William Kottmeyer, Teacher's Guide for Remedial Reading (New 
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1959), p. 169. 
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Contribution to educational research.--It is hoped that the 
information secured from this study will be available to principals, 
teachers, and other professional personnel who are concerned with 
the selection of third grade spelling textbooks. The findings of this 
study might also be useful as an adequate basis for selecting spellers 
to meet the needs of children in more than one area of performance. 
This is of major concern in instances where schools are changing or 
modifying curriculums to meet the challenge of today's youth. 
Statement of the problem.—The problem involved in this study 
was to determine the extent to which these spellers provide activities 
which may promote the development of certain reading skills. 
Statement of the purposes.--The general purpose of this study 
was to evaluate ten spelling textbooks in order to determine their 
usefulness as supplemental materials for the teaching of reading. 
More specifically, the purposes are as follows: 
1. To identify those elements, as outlined by competent 
authorities, thought to be skills necessary for the 
attainment of competency in word attack and word 
meaning skills. 
2. To determine the total number of activities 
included in each text which introduce or 
provide for practice of word attack skills. 
3. To determine the total number of activities 
included in each text which introduce or 
provide for the development of word meaning skills. 
4. To compare the selected spelling textbooks in order 
to rate each in terms of its provisions for the 
development of word attack skills. 
5. To compare the selected spelling textbooks in order 
to rate each in terms of its provisions for the 
development of word meaning skills. 
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6. To compare the selected spelling textbooks in 
order to rate each in terms of its provisions 
for the development of total word attack and 
word meaning skills. 
Definition of terms.—The significant terms used in this study 
are defined below: 
1. Content analysis. This term refers to a research 
technique for the objective, systematic, and 
quantitative description of the manifest content 
of communication. 
2. Reading-related skills. This term refers to 
those skills learned in spelling that are 
related to word attack and word meaning skills. 
3. Activities. This term refers to learning 
situations which are used to motivate, develop, 
and extend the language skills. 
4. Word attack skills. This term refers to various 
techniques employed in pronouncing new words with 
a degree of accuracy. 
5. Word meaning skills. This term refers to those 
techniques that are used to associate meaning 
with printed symbols. 
Limitations of the study.--This study was limited to a selection 
of ten spelling textbooks approved by the State of Georgia for use 
at the third grade level. It was further limited to the classifica¬ 
tion of the reading related skills which are identified in the spelling 
texts as specific word attack and word meaning skills. 
Recapitulation of the Research Design 
of the Study 
Locale andperiod of the study.—The central locale of this study 
was in the setting of the Trevor Arnett Library, Atlanta University, 
the Public Library in the City of Atlanta, and the home of the 
•^-Bernard Berelson, Content Analysis in Communication Research 
(Glencoe, Illinois: The Free Press Publishers, 1952), p. 18. 
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writer, Atlanta, Georgia. 
The tasks involved in the collecting, assembling, treatment of 
the data, and the writing of the research report were performed 
during the second semester of the school year, 1966-1967. 
Description of the materials and/or instruments.—The basic 
materials used in the study were ten selected spelling textbooks 
approved by the State of Georgia for use in the elementary school at 
the third grade level. A checklist was constructed on the basis of 
skills identified as word attack and word meaning skills. From 
sequential lists of related reading skills as outlined by competent 
reading authorities in professional texts. 
Method of Research.—The descriptive survey method of research, 
employing the specific technique of content analysis of the selected 
textbooks was used to gather the necessary data required to fulfill 
the purpose of the research. 
Procedural Steps.--The procedural steps used in conducting this 
study were as follows: 
1. The pertinent literature related to the study was 
surveyed and presented in summarized form. 
2. Copies of textbooks analyzed were secured from 
educational publishing agencies. 
3. A checklist for evaluating the spelling textbook 
was formulated. 
4. Skills considered necessary for promoting the 
development of competency in word attack and 
word meaning were identified using; Dechant-*- 
Emerald V. Dechant, Improving the Teaching of Reading (New 
Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1964), pp. 216-217. 
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and Aaron.^ 
5. The reading-related skills presented in the 
spelling textbooks were identified in terms of 
specific word attack and word meaning skills. 
6. The ten spelling texts were compared in terms of 
their provisions for the development of word 
attack and word meaning skills. 
7. The data were organized and categorized in tables 
employing the treatment of percentages to clarify 
the purposes of the study. 
8. The findings, conclusions, implications, and 
recommendations which may be helpful to teachers 
in the elementary school for selecting spelling 
textbooks that might supplement reading 
instruction were presented. 
Summary of Related Literature 
The literature pertinent to this study reviewed by the writer 
embraced three significant related areas: 
1. Spelling instruction: Its nature and purpose 
2. The relationship between reading and spelling 
3. Basic reading skills related to word study 
The literature revealed valuable information and seemed to have 
indicated the following: 
1. That spelling should be involve methodical tech¬ 
niques of instruction. 
2. That with a mastery of word recognition techniques 
and knowledge of dictionary usage a specialized 
vocabulary could be added. 
3. The prime objective of a spelling curriculum is not 
the teaching of a number of specific words, but the 
teaching of the generalizations underlying the 
•*•1. A. Aaron, Teaching Word Recognition Skill in Georgia Schools 
(Georgia: Georgia State Department of Education, 1961), p. 117. 
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structure of the orthography. 
4. That poor spelling is not necessarily caused by 
deficiencies in reading but improvement in 
reading would affect spelling ability favorably. 
5. That reading vocabulary achievement correlates 
significantly with spelling ability. 
6. That the most effective spelling program is highly 
related to reading and word recognition techniques - 
phonetic, structural, and meaning analysis as well 
as usage in independent study of spelling words. 
Summary of Basic Findings 
An analysis of the data collected in this study provided three 
sets of data. The first group of findings determined the incidence 
of reading related skills activities in the speller-texts. The 
second group of data presented incidence-ratios, while the third 
ranked each speller text on the basis of its inclusion of each, then 
all, reading related skills. 
These data are identified, characterized, and presented in 
separate paragraphs which are subsumed under appropriate data 
captions. 
The basic findings as indicated by the data presented and in¬ 
terpreted in Chapter II are answers to the outlined purposes. These 
findings are presented below: 
Word attack skills 
The following skills were outlined as necessary for developing 
competency in word attack: 
1. Visual perception: configuration, perception of capital 
and lower-case letters, picture aids, and recognizing 
rhyming letters and words. 
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2. Structural analysis: inflectional tenses, inflectional 
nouns, compound words, contractions, prefixes, 
suffixes and syllabication. 
3. Phonetic analysis: consonants; initial and final, 
consonant blends, short vowel sounds, long vowel 
sounds, consonant and vowel digraphs, "r" control, 
and diphthongs. 
Perception.—As indicated by the findings in this area: 
1. Four speller-texts ranked high in that they were 
rated high in quality in all aspects of the 
content offerings identified as treating 
perception skills. 
2. An analysis of Spell Correctly yielded an incidence- 
count of 304 representing 13.6 per cent of the total 
number of times activities were offered for the 
development of Perception in all ten speller-texts. 
This incidence-count was considered a high incidence- 
count when compared with the low incidence of You 
Can Spell which contained 142 activities treating 
this area with an incidence-ratio of 6.4. 
Structural analysis.--As indicated by the findings in this area: 
1. Five speller-texts ranked high in that they were 
rated high in quality in all aspects of the content 
offerings identified as treating structural 
analysis skills. 
2. An analysis of Skills in Spelling yielded an inci¬ 
dence-count of 173 representing 14.7 per cent of 
the total number of times activities were offered 
for the development of structural analysis in all 
ten speller-texts. This incidence-count was 
considered a high incidence-count when compared 
with the low incidence of You Can Spell which 
contained 57 activities treating this area with 
an incidence-ratio of 5.1 
Phonetic analysis.—As indicated by the findings in this area: 
1. Four speller-texts ranked high in that they were 
rated high in quality in all aspects of the content 
offerings identified as treating phonetic analysis 
skills. 
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2. An analysis of Basic Spelling Keys yielded an 
incidence-count of 257 representing 16.4 per 
cent of the total number of times activities 
were offered for the development of phonetic 
analysis in all ten speller-texts. This 
incidence-count was considered a high inci¬ 
dence-count when compared with the low 
incidence of You Can Spell which contained 
65 activities treating this area with an 
incidence-ratio of 4.2. 
Total Word Attack Area.--As indicated by the findings in the 
total word attack skills area: 
1. Five speller-texts ranked by rating high in all aspects 
of the content offerings identified as treating the 
total word attack area. 
2. An analysis of Basic Spelling Keys yielded an incidence- 
count of 648 representing 13.0 per cent of the total 
number of times activities were offered for the 
development of word attack skills in all ten speller 
texts. This incidence-count was considered a high 
incidence count when compared with the low incidence 
of You Can Spell which contained 264 activities 
treating this area with an incidence-ratio of 5.2. 
Word meaning skills 
The following skills were outlined as necessary for developing 
competency in word meaning: 
1. Using context clues: picture-word association and 
using written context. 
2. Classification: antonyms, synonyms and homonyms 
3. Using word structure clues: root words, compound 
words, prefixes and suffixes. 
4. Word-meaning association: selecting appropriate 
meanings, and associating meaning with word 
symbols. 
Using context clues.—As indicated by the findings in this area: 
1. Four texts ranked high in that they were rated 
high in quality in all aspects of the content 
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offerings identified as treating using context 
clues. 
2. An analysis of Spell Correctly yielded an incidence 
count of 341 representing 15.2 per cent of the 
total number of times activities were offered for 
the inferring meanings from using context clues 
in all ten speller texts. This incidence-count 
when compared with the low incidence of Basic 
Spelling Goals which contained 111 activities 
treating this area with an incidence-ratio of 5.1. 
Classification.—As indicated by the findings in this area: 
1. Four texts ranked high in that they were rated 
high in quality in all aspects of the content 
offerings identified as treating this skill. 
2. An analysis of Skills in Spelling yielded an 
incidence-count of 44 representing 15.0 per 
cent of the total number of times activities 
were offered as an aid to classification in 
all ten speller-texts. This incidence count 
was considered a high incidence-count when 
compared with the low incidence of You Can 
Spell which contained 12 activities treating 
this area with an incidence-ratio of 4.2. 
Using Word Structure.—As indicated by the findings in this area: 
1. Three speller-texts ranked high in that they were 
rated high in quality in all aspects of the content 
offerings identified as treating this skill. 
2. An analysis of Basic Spelling Keys yielded an incidence 
count of 69 representing 13.4 per cent of the total 
number of times activities were offered for 
inferring meaning from using word structure in 
all ten speller-texts. This incidence-count was 
considered a high incidence-count when compared 
with the low incidence of Basic Spelling Goals 
which contained 28 activities treating this 
area with an incidente-ratio of 5.4. 
Word-Meaning association.—As indicated by the findings in this 
area : 
1. Five speller-texts ranked high in that they were 
rated high in quality in all aspects of the content 
offerings identified as treating this skill. 
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2. An analysis of Skills in Spelling yielded an incidence 
count of 126 representing 17.5 per cent of the total 
number of times activities were offered for the 
development of word meaning association in all ten 
speller-texts. This incidence-count was considered 
a high incidence-count when compared with the low 
incidence of Basic Spelling Goals which contained 
31 activities treating this area with an incidence- 
ratio of 4.3. 
Total Word Meaning Area.--As indicated by the findings in this 
area : 
1. Five texts ranked high in that they were rated 
high in quality in all aspects of the content 
offerings identified as treating this skill. 
2. An analysis of Spell Correctly yielded an incidence 
count of 513 representing 13.4 per cent of the 
total number of times activities were offered for 
the development of word meaning skills in all ten 
speller-texts. This incidence count was considered 
a high incidence-count when compared with the low 
incidence of Basic Spelling Goals which contained 
196 activities treating this area with an incidence- 
ratio of 5.2. 
Word Attack and Word Meaning Areas 
The findings seem to indicate that in an intensive treatment of 
the two areas: 
1. It was evident that the highest number of incidences were 
revealed by the area of word attack skills with an 
incidence-figure of 5022, and with 3749 incidence- 
count in the area of word meaning. 
2. Five texts ranked high in that they were rated high 
in quality in all aspects of the content offerings 
identified as treating these skills. 
3. An analysis of Basic Spelling Keys yielded an inci¬ 
dence-count of 1092 representing 12.4 per cent of 
the total number of times activities were offered 
for the development of word attack and word meaning 
skills in all ten speller-texts. This incidence 
count was considered a high incicence-count when 
compared with the low incidence of You Can Spell 
which contained 537 activities treating this area 
with an incidence-ratio of 6.1. 
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Conclusions 
The conclusions are presented below in light of the purposes, 
the analysis, and interpretation of the findings: 
1. That the skills necessary for promoting competency 
in word attack are: 
a. Visual perception 
b. Structural analysis 
c. Phonetic analysis 
2. That the skills necessary for promotint competency 
in word meaning are: 
a. Using context clues 
b. Classification 
c. Using word structure 
d. Word-meaning association 
3. Emphases were placed on different kinds of activi¬ 
ties that would promote the development of 
competency in word attack and word meaning skills. 
4. These ten speller-texts tend to place more 
emphasis on the word attack skills than the word 
meaning skills. 
5. Basic Spelling Keys. Spelling. Harper/Row Basic 
Speller. Spell Correctly and the Language Arts 
Spellers are most useful as supplementary 
materials to reading instruction in the area of 
word attack skills. 
6. Spell Correctly. Skills in Spelling. Harper/Row 
Basic Speller. Language Arts Spellers and Basic 
Spelling Keys are most useful as supplementary 
materials to reading instruction in the area of 
word meaning skills. 
7. Basic Spelling Keys. Spell Correctly. Harper/Row 
Basic Spellers. Skills in Spelling and the 
Language Arts Spellers are most useful as 
supplementary materials to reading instruction 
in the areas of word attack and word meaning 
skills. 
. Basic Spelling Goals and You Can Spell are not 
useful as a supplementary material to reading 
instruction in the area of word attack skills. 
8 
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9. Basic Spelling Goals and Sound and Sense in 
Spelling are not useful as supplementary 
materials to reading instruction in the word 
meaning area. 
10. You Can Spell and Basic Spelling Goals are 
not useful as supplementary materials to 
reading instruction in the areas of word 
attack and word meaning skills. 
Implications 
An interpretation of the findings of this research warrants the 
stated implications: 
1. Spellers may be used as supplementary materials 
in reading instruction if they are evaluated 
in terms of specific reading objectives. 
2. Not all spellers are useful for all reading- 
related skills. 
3. Selected speller-texts may serve as useful aids 
in providing for special groups or individual 
practices in reading activities. 
4. Spellers yielding a high-incidence of reading- 
related activities would be excellent selections 
in that they aid in achievement of both reading 
and spelling objectives. 
Recommendations 
In view of the purposes, basic findings, conclusions, and 
implications of this study, the following recommendations might serve 
as an aid to administrators and teachers of public schools in the 
selection of third grade speller-textbooks : 
1. That school administrators make a thorough 
examination of all textbooks before adopting 
one for use in the curriculum. 
2. That teachers make a thorough examination of 
the pupil's needs before a text is adopted 
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for classroom use in order to make sure that 
the book will meet the needs of the pupil. 
3. That teachers and administrators adopt textbooks 
that will correlate the skills of one subject 
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